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INTRODUCTION

In safety problems of nuclear plants interest centres on various types of rare events. These may extend from rare modes of failures in the component parts of the system and plant, the simultaneous occurrence of a very low resistance of a structural member and an extremely high load, to rare catastrophic failures which affect whole plant and system complexes. There is an obvious need to understand the patterns of behaviour of these events and be able to make some adequate estimate of their probability of occurrence.

Following a recommendation of the CSNI Specialist Meeting on the Development and Application of Reliability Techniques to Nuclear Plant held in Liverpool in April 1974, the NEA Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations decided in November 1975 to set up a Task Force on Problems of Rare Events in the Reliability Analysis of Nuclear Power Plants, the main objective being to explore methods for giving a quantified probabilistic statement on problems of reliability analysis involving rare events. CSNI decided that the Task Force would be composed of a small number of leading experts, selected only for their widely recognized scientific competence and their ability to contribute significantly to the work of the Group. A small meeting of specialists in statistical analysis of rare events, of engineers who specialize in the reliability analysis of automatic protective systems, and of engineers who specialize in the reliability analysis of structures (such as pressure vessels and containments) was considered an appropriate means to
stimulate and intensify the discussion between the experts in the three fields. The particular subjects covered by the invited experts — who would normally be working in specialised fields — included, specifically, statistical modelling of rare events, decision theory applied to rare events, small sampling theory in the case of rare events. Man-made phenomena as well as natural phenomena were to be considered, as they involve different approaches to modelling.

A first Meeting of the Task Force was held at JRC Ispra from 8th to 10th June 1976 (CSNI Report No. 10). The concept of the Task Force and its working provided an excellent vehicle for technical expression and exchange of views in a highly specialized field. The conclusions and recommendations of the Meeting were summarized in document SEN/SIN(76)19, and a programme of action was recommended to CSNI.

To further the state-of-the-art, CSNI decided at its October 1976 Meeting to set up, for a period of two years (1977-1978), a small Research Group on Rare Events. This Group, composed of experts with wide responsibilities for appropriate research programmes, was to investigate and organise the programme of work based on the findings of the Task Force in the following areas:
- rare event data collection and analysis;
- common-mode failure analysis;
- human error analysis and quantification;
- statistics and decision theories applicable to rare events;
- interdisciplinary communication and tutorial programmes on rare events problems and their solution.
CSNI decided that appropriate small meetings of experts would be organised by the CSNI Secretariat in liaison with the Research Group on Rare Events during the next two years (1977–1978) with the aim of preparing an integrated report on the programme of work based on the findings of the Task Force, an interim progress report being presented to CSNI at its next Meeting (to be held in November 1977). After completion of the integrated report, the Task Force would be reconvened to evaluate the findings of the report and to advise the Committee.

CSNI asked the Research Group to put emphasis on the first three areas identified by the Task Force and to concentrate at first, during 1977, on protective systems for nuclear reactors, if possible on specific designs. The Committee also stressed that the Research Group should seek to make significant progress within a year, so as to be able to present some practical results at the next CSNI Meeting.

The Research Group met at the Château de la Muette, Paris on 10th December 1976 and on 18th May 1977; a third (informal) Meeting was held at Gatlinburg, Tennessee, USA on 24th June 1977. The Group shared out the work approved by CSNI among small groups of experts, which were put under the direct control of a member of the Research Group. The basic plan was that each small group of experts would have its generic programme of development until the second Meeting of the Task Force but would also cater for issues being brought up by other groups. In order to ensure orderly and fast progress, information was exchanged continuously and rapidly between the groups, under the control of the Research Group and with the assistance of the CSNI Secretariat.
CSNI had not decided on a definition of protective systems on which the Research Group should concentrate at first (during 1977). Considering the short time available before the next Meeting of CSNI and the necessity to arrive at practical, usable results, the Group decided to select the emergency shutdown system and welcomed a French offer to assess in one of the small groups of experts the actual protective system for automatically shutting down the Fessenheim pressurized-water reactor.

One of the main advantages of the Meeting of the Task Force in June 1976 had been to bring together automatic protective systems engineers, structural engineers, and statisticians. This fruitful multidisciplinary collaboration was somewhat weakened during 1977 because of the requirement to concentrate on protective systems. In order to maintain multidisciplinary communication, and to prepare future work of the Task Force, the Research Group agreed that a paper on "the interaction of systems and structural reliability with respect to rare events" should be prepared for the Task Force Meeting.

The second Meeting of the Task Force was held at CEN Saclay from 5th to 7th September 1977. The proceedings of the Meeting are published in this report; they were approved by the Research Group on Rare Events during its fourth Meeting, held on 8th September.
Mr A.E. Green, the Task Force general chairman, in his introductory remarks made reference to the request from CSNI to study the problems of rare events in the reliability analysis of nuclear power plants on a quantitative probabilistic basis. The first meeting of the Task Force at Ispra in June 1976 (ref. CSNI report No.10) had identified that techniques for the quantification of rare events were not available, and from that meeting a programme of work had been recommended and accepted by CSNI. In particular, CSNI required that work should concentrate on studies related to automatic protective systems for nuclear reactors, and it was organised under a research group comprised of a limited number of Task Force members which controlled the work of six research subgroups. These were:

1. Fessenheim Reactor Assessment
   Chairwoman - Mrs A. Carnino

2. Data Collection and Analysis
   Chairman - Mr G. Volta

3. Common Mode Failure Analysis
   Chairman - Mr A.J. Bourne

4. Human Error Analysis and Quantification
   Chairman - Mr J. Rasmussen

5. Statistics and Decision Theory
   Chairman - Mr G. Morlat

6. Interdisciplinary Communication Techniques
   Chairman - Mr E. Hofer

Referring to the outline programme Mr Green stated that the objective on the first day of this meeting was to obtain reports of their work from each of the sub-group chairmen, and to obtain necessary clarification of any points for other members, prior to more detailed discussion on the second day.
Presentation of the Fessenheim I Reactor

B. Gachot

To acquaint Task Force members with the Fessenheim I reactor, they were given copies of EDF brochures (SINDOC(77)127) describing the various systems comprising the plant and its major parameters. Mr. Gachot referred to this in his presentation.

The Fessenheim I reactor is a PWR based on the US plant at Beaver Valley. The decision to build the station was made in September, 1970 by EDF and construction on unit I started in November, 1971. Completion was scheduled for 1976, but due to various problems there has been a two years delay.

Discussion

In reply to Mr Vesely's question, Mr Gachot stated that there are separate diesel-generators and electrical buses for emergency power supplies to the two reactors and their associated systems. For each reactor, the diesel generators are common to the ECCS and other auxiliary systems. There is a common building for all electrical auxiliary systems and a common turbine hall for the two turbines. The auxiliary Feedwater System consists of 2 motor and one turbine driven pump.

Mr Stadie and Mr Humms enquired about the possibility of site flooding from the local waterways due to failure of the cooling water dam. In reply Mr Gachot stated that there would only be an initial wave with no continuous hazard, and the plant was safe against this.

Mr Green asked about seismic protection of the plant, and about sensors for detecting these conditions, to which Mr Gachot replied that such considerations were included in the plant design and sensors are available. These are not connected to the automatic protective system, and it would not be expected that the plant would be manually shutdown if it was seen to be still operating normally. Mr Humms had considered that manual shutdown might be an appropriate precautionary action.

The question was raised by several members as to what sizes of primary circuit leaks would require particular actions. To indicate the order of magnitude

Mr Gachot stated that a leak up to approximately 1/2 inch diameter could be tolerated and operation would continue. For a leak larger than 1/2 inch, automatic protection systems would shut down the plant and initiate safety inspection.
Mr Green asked about what would happen in the case of a loss of protection to the electrical grid system. Mr Gachot replied that the reactor power would be reduced so that auxiliary systems would continue to operate (Flotage). As for the complete loss of external electric sources, this event has a duration which is generally less than one minute and rarely greater than half an hour.
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I - GENERALITIES

The work presented here was done within the framework of a general study on the effect of rare events on the nuclear power plant safety, study initiated by the "Committee for the Safety of Nuclear Installations" (CSIN).

This work has been carried through owing to a very active participation of the competent departments of the "Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique", "Electricité de France" and Framatome. Working in good agreement with other groups made our task very much easier.

The aim of this first study, presented by our group, is to show how important is the impact of some rare events on the results obtained. It brings to light how necessary are the common efforts to achieve a more accurate and meaningful estimation.

Keeping in mind the width of the problem, the time granted and the means at its disposal, our group could only take into account one part of the reactor protection system. We think that the part studied is very representative of the problem and shows the difficulties still to be overcome.

In the future, a better approach will be possible when the answers will be obtained from our questions to the other groups. Extremely interesting information has already reached us (test optimization, suggestions concerning the computing methods). We are not going to develop these subjects further since they will be presented in the reports of the corresponding groups.
II - PRESENTATION OF THE STUDY

II.1 - Introduction and definitions

From a safety point of view, the main function of a nuclear plant protection system is to reduce to an acceptable value the probability and consequences of dangerous events on the working staff and the environment.

Among the different systems ensuring the protective function, one of the most important systems is the emergency shutdown one whose role is to stop as fast as possible the nuclear reaction in the case of events requiring a reactor scram.

The limitations of the system are often debated (mainly for financial reasons, considering the exceptional quality required from the equipment) and may vary from one country to the other.

In order to eliminate any ambiguity and only for the understanding of the study, we shall give:

- a definition of the scram function
- the limitations of the system ensuring this function

Function and limitations of the scram system

The function of the scram system is to produce automatically or manually a fast decrease of power in the reactor when the integrity of the radioelements containment barriers is threatened.

The emergency shutdown system consists of:

- sensors monitoring the evolution of the physical parameters representative of the normal or abnormal state of the reactor;
- equipments transforming the signals given by the sensors into measurable electrical currents (amplifiers, ... etc);

- comparators actuating a signal when the physical parameters measured exceed a set value considered as dangerous (threshold triggers);

- logic circuits grouping and processing the signals from the comparators and giving the scram signal;

- equipments called "high power components" (in opposition to the preceding ones called "low or medium power") which, from the scram signal, directly actuate the mechanical equipments shutting the reactor;

- control rods (cheeters)

In addition, must also be considered as integral part of the system:

- the test equipments for checking the good functioning of the system;
- the instructions defining a test and maintenance policy for the system (see example in appendix II);
- the signalling.

Nota: When devices or instructions are likely to interface with the scram function, although they are not directly involved with this function, those devices or instructions are considered as a part of the scram system.

Initiating event and accident sequence

An initiating event is any event, which is at the origin of an accident sequence that may degenerate such as to have dangerous consequences. These accident sequences are the subject of thorough studies which aim at evaluate the corresponding risks.

.../...
II.2 - Limits of the study

Numerous studies of accident sequences are carried out by constructors, utilities and safety organisations (see list in appendix). Among these studies, the one which seems to us the most interesting concerns a spurious withdrawal of the control rods, while the reactor is on power and the reactivity insertion rate is high (11).

Initiating events of this sequence beginning may be (non restrictive list):

- failure of periodic actuators,
- failure of relays
- failure of regulation
- human error.

These events may jeopardize to the first barrier integrity (cladding rupture).

The beginning of the sequence is detected by neutron flux and temperature measurements. The scram system is then actuated.

Two trends of study have been carried out in parallel:

- more thorough study of the accident sequence itself (negative reactivity insertion rate reduced and fuel burn up);
- calculations of the scram system reliability.

The calculations presented in this report, do not take into account the last results of the first action, since the two studies were carried out simultaneously.

The control rod drive mechanisms are being studied but numerical values of reliability will not be available before one year. As the computing methods are now well developed, it will be easy in the future to take into account the information from the other working groups.

.../...
We have excluded from the study the effects of external phenomena (earthquakes...) and sabotage, as defined in the program determined by the Research Group of the CSNI.

III - STUDY OF THE ACCIDENT SEQUENCE

III.1 - Description of the sequence

The spurious withdrawal of the control rods on power results in an increase of the thermal flux in the core. Until the opening of the discharge valves or the safety valves of the secondary circuit, the heat removal in the steam generators increases less quickly than the power generated in the primary circuit. The result is an increase of the primary circuit temperature.

If it is not stopped manually or automatically by an emergency shutdown, accident studies show that a boiling crisis could occur. The reactor emergency shutdown system which must intervene is designed to inhibit this boiling by maintaining the DNBR (Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio : ratio which gives the rate of thermal exchange between the fuel, the cladding and the coolant) above 1.3. Thus the risk of damaging the fuel rods and initiating a clad rupture is avoided.

III.2 - Simulations of the sequence

The aim of these simulations is to check the functional redundancy of the protection channels affected by the accident (High nuclear flux, \( \Delta T \) temperature and \( \Delta T_{power} \) channels). That is to say that the last scram actuation must allow the protection criterion to be satisfied. We saw that, in this case, the criterion is the DNBR which must be above 1.3.

From these simulations one can determine:

- the times of emergency shutdown for each channel,
- the maximum duration of emergency shutdown beyond which the DNBR would reach a value smaller than 1.3.

- the dynamic evolution of the main parameters of the reactor (temperatures, flux, pressure...) and of the protective channels (operating rules, measurements...).

### III.3 - Choice of the parameters

It is interesting to study in detail the reactor control rods withdrawal on power, since two parameters at least have an effect on the dynamics of the phenomena. These are the reactivity insertion velocity (related to the control rod withdrawal velocity) and the state of the reactivity feedback (Doppler effect and moderator coefficient).

A study of the rod withdrawal on power in several conditions has been performed by Electricité de France. Ref. (1), (5), (6), (7).

The following table sums up the different situations in which these simulations have been made:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reactivity insertion velocity pcm/s</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>2.5</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>80</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reactivity feedback</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moderator coefficient = zero</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beginning of life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doppler coefficient minimum in</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>absolute value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moderator coefficient = - 43 pcm/kg/m³ (end of life)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doppler coefficient maximum in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>absolute value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

.../...
The reactivity insertion velocities of 0.5 and 80 pcm/s are extreme values which can be anticipated because of the mechanism capabilities.

The velocities of 2.5 pcm/s (mini) and 25 pcm/s (maxi) correspond to an almost simultaneous detection of the accident by the different physical measurements (\( \Phi - T \)).

III.4 - Conditions and assumptions of the simulations

The simulations have been carried out in the general conditions of the accident studies, a characteristic of which is to take into account the measurement errors (it is a conservative assumption). In our case, they were:

- Power: \( \pm 2\% \)
- Mean temperature: \( \pm 36^\circ F \)
- Pressure: \( \pm 2.1\) bars

These errors involve a maximal margin for the DNBR.

Other assumptions:

- the reactor emergency shutdown for high nuclear flux is actuated at the pessimistic value of 118 \% of nominal power,

- the emergency shutdown for \( \Delta T \) temperature and \( \Delta T \) power takes into account the maximal errors of measurement and calibration,

- the value chosen for the negative reactivity insertion during the emergency shutdown is based on the assumption that the most effective rod is stuck in a high position.
In our case, all these simulations have been carried through until the intervention of the ultimate emergency shutdown actuation for high flux, $\Delta T$ temperature and $\Delta T$ power.

III.5 - Results and conclusions

The main results of the study are given in table 1 (figure 1) [5].

It is to be noted that the accident is detected in all cases which can be anticipated. The functional redundancy evolves with the configuration. It is considerable for high insertion velocity and for a depleted fuel.

IV - DESCRIPTION OF THE SCRAM SYSTEM

IV.1 - Principle

Within the framework of this study, the problem is to avoid exceeding a temperature and pressure in the primary coolant leading to a nucleate boiling in the core hottest parts. The phenomenon is not directly observable, therefore a set of measurement channels giving accessible values has been designed in order to prevent the phenomenon.

IV.2 - General structure

The structure adopted is a compromise between requirements of safety and those of functioning continuity. This compromise is worked out by a combination of redundancies (safety) and majority of vote systems (continuity of operation).

The protective system structure is schematically described on Figure 2. Upstream is the measurement system S.I.P. which processes the analog signals from the measurement sensors (pressure, flux, temperatures...). In the centre is the relay system R.P.R., consisting of majority of vote elements providing the emergency shutdown order. The interface between S.I.P. and R.P.R. consists of threshold relays which convert the analog signals to logical signals 1 or 0.
The R.P.R. consists of two identical logical trains in parallel.

Downstream the R.P.R. is the system which actuates the emergency shutdown orders. It is composed of two circuit-breakers in series. If only one of the circuit-breakers receives an opening order, the power to the control rod drive mechanism is switched. The control rods then fall by gravity.

IV.3 - S.I.P. structure

The S.I.P. structure is fairly logically deduced from its functions. The S.I.P. consists of a number of channels, each of which has a particular protective role. There are 27 channels. We do not include the manual emergency shutdown since it intervenes directly on the logical systems. The list of these channels is given in table 2 (figure 3). The channels that will be taken into account in this study are numbered 9, 11, 12.

Nearly all these channels can be further divided into 2, 3 or 4 identical sub-channels in parallel. thence, an equipment redundancy has been built up. For an emergency shutdown to be actuated by a channel, it is then necessary that a majority of vote (1/2, 2/3, 2/4) of sub-channels should order it.

The channels structure can be represented by the following diagram:

.../...
The sensors, which deliver the analog signals processed by an analog processing block are in direct contact to the primary circuit. The output value of this processing block is compared to a set signal in a threshold relay whose output is binary. To illustrate this, Figure 4 shows one of the 3 redundant sub-channels of the emergency shutdown channels by $\Delta T$ temperature and $\Delta T$ power.

Generally speaking, each sub-channel is part of a protective group and is therefore physically and electrically separated from the other sub-channels. In particular, the sub-channels of a same channel have independent power supplies; in the same way, the sensors are specific to each of them. On the contrary, there can be, inside the same protective group, sensors or items common to sub-channels of distinct channels. As a significant example of this, are the $\Delta T$ temperature and $\Delta T$ power channels, where the temperature sensors are common for each sub-channel (Figure 4) of a same protective group. We will see later on that the existence of these common points has a great importance.
We can also note the presence of measurement output plugs and of test signal input plugs. These devices allow the periodical testing of the channels.

IV.4 - R.P.R. structure

Figure n° 5 gives a more detailed diagram of the relay set (RPR) following the analog part (SIP).

Each logical signal from the SIP (3 signals high ΔT temperature in the figure example) reaches two relays belonging respectively to trains A and B. It is important to point out that the emergency shutdown signal corresponds to a general lack of power of the whole RPR relay set.

The relay contacts cited above are organized into matrices which form the majority of vote elements (2/3 in the case of the example).

Each matrix is followed by "matrix repeater" relays. The repeater relays of the different matrices corresponding to the various emergency shutdown actuations have contacts connected in series to finally supply the circuit-breakers coils. These circuit-breakers trip the scram by switching off the electrical supply to the electromagnets which maintain the control rods in high position.

There is a test device for all these relays. This device is not shown in order to not overload the figure. It is not involved in the study since the possible failures lead to an undesired shutdown order, but never to an inhibition of the system. For the same reasons, the relays supplies are not taken into account.
IV.5 - Executor system structure

It consists of two circuit-breakers whose coils are fed respectively by trains A and B and the contacts cabled in series to supply the control-rod electromagnets. The by-pass circuit-breakers used to test the main circuit-breakers will only be mentioned since, by instruction, they are constantly maintained in the "disconnected" position and, moreover, when the testing, for example, of breaker A is performed the maintaining of the corresponding by-pass breaker is ensured through the contacts series of train B.

V - RELIABILITY OF THE SYSTEM

V.1. - Problem

Considering what has been said so far, the problem is limited to the following terms:

The reactor being at its nominal power, an event causes the spurious withdrawal of some control rods. The subsequent reactivity insertion velocity and fuel burn up are such that the sequence start is normally detected early enough by the measurement of at least two different physical parameters:

- measurement of the high level neutron flux;

- measurement and calculation of a high $\Delta T$ temperature (temperature variation of the coolant between the core inlet and outlet).

The neutron flux sensors (long ionization chambers) are 4 in number and distributed around the vessel at 90° from one another. The scram decision is taken when at least two of the four measurements have exceeded the safety threshold.
The $\Delta T$ temperature is calculated for each loop and therefore we get 3 redundant pieces of information combined in a 2/3 system.

This being, one attempts to evaluate the probability that the control rods do not fall in response to the event "spurious withdrawal".

Nota: The sequence is described in the Provisory Safety Report of Fessenheim I.

V.2 - Functioning diagram

Figure n° 6 schematizes, from left to right, the sequence resulting from the occurrence of the initiating event followed by an effective scram.

We think that the diagram is clear enough and does not require comments which would be useless and redundant with all that has already been said.

V.3 - Fault tree

The fault tree has been established from the preceding diagram of operation.

The logical part of the system, particularly complex, has been studied with the CHAMBOR computing code. This code (after transposing the conventional wiring diagrams into equivalent diagrams directly usable by a computer) gives two advantages:

- checking that the diagram contains no error, either in design or in recopy, thanks to the program ability to simulate a dynamic operation of the system;

- determining the critical paths.
Figure n° 7 gives an example of an electric diagram transposed and used by a computer: The two identical A and B logical trains with the 2/4 and 2/3 matrices mentioned above. The signalling has been taken into account but put in stand-by condition. (The work of the group dealing with human factor has not enabled us to go further in this field).

Figure n° 8 gives an example of the program listing enumerating all the single failures which can inhibit the logical part of the system.

Taking all that into account, we come to the final fault tree shown on figure 9. On this figure (from bottom to top), we recognize successively on each horizontal line the leaves representing:

- the temperature channels (1T, 2T, 3T) and the neutron flux channels (1P, 2P, 3P, 4P);

- the matrix relays (331 to 1123), which are the relays ensuring the connection between the analog part (including the tripping device) and the logical part on one hand and the starting points of the A and B trains explicitated above on the other hand;

- the majority of vote logics (2/3, 2/4);

- the matrix repeater relays (322, 323...1030) as well as the temperature and neutron flux (power) common mode failures which are logically introduced at this level;

- the control rod breakers (DJA, DJB);

- the relays and circuit-breakers common mode failures;

- the final event: emergency shutdown.
This diagram takes into account the dependencies. We notice (for example) that the 1T train (leaves 52 and 55) may affect simultaneously trains A and B.

The numbers below the leaves correspond to a numbering used in the PATREC code which solves fault trees.

V.3 - Data

The problem of the numerical data is always a difficult problem to solve.

The data used here come from:

- the WASH 1400 report (2)

- statistics from "Electricité de France" (13)

- the files established by the DSN on the "Phenix" reactor (14)

Three types of difficulties must be pointed out:

a) the data are presented either in the form of a failure rate, either in the form of a probability of failure on demand; this led us to present the results in a form which, though quite significant, is nevertheless peculiar. This could be done thanks to the wide capabilities of the PATREC/RCM code (10);

b) the data are always global, that is they include safe and unsafe failures. Within the framework of this study, only the safe failures are useful. A ratio of 1/10 between unsafe and global failures is generally admitted. All the experts of the group have agreed to apply this coefficient to the relays and the circuit-breakers. On the contrary, they had divergent opinions concerning the analog part of the system; the calculations have therefore been made for two values of the ratio: 1/10 and 1/2;
c) we do not have a very clear idea of the value to be assigned to the common mode failures. Some authors [Ref. 12] recommend a ratio $\beta = 1/10$ between common mode and self mode failure rates. As this value is questionable, we have made the calculations for 4 values of the $\beta$ ratio: 0 (no common mode failure), $10^{-2}$, $10^{-1}$, 1.

Considering what has been said above, the following values have been adopted in the calculations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device designation</th>
<th>Failure rate $\lambda$</th>
<th>Probability of failure on demand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st estimation</td>
<td>2nd estimation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\frac{UF}{glob., fail.} = 1/10$</td>
<td>$\frac{UF}{glob., fail.} = 1/2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT temperature channel</td>
<td>$8 \times 10^{-6}/h$</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^{-5}/h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neutron power channel</td>
<td>$9,6 \times 10^{-6}/h$</td>
<td>$4,8 \times 10^{-5}/h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relay</td>
<td>$1,4 \times 10^{-7}/h$</td>
<td>$1,4 \times 10^{-7}/h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>circuit-breaker</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3 \times 10^{-5}/d$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$UF$ : unsafe failure

$$\beta = [0 - 10^{-2} - 10^{-1}] - 1 = \frac{\lambda \text{ (or proba.) common mode}}{\lambda \text{ (or proba.) self mode}}$$

V.4 - Calculations and results

The calculations have been made from the fault tree (figure 9), with the data defined above and with the help of the PATREC/RCM code, which is a very efficient code taking into account in particular the dependencies (details concerning the PATREC/RCM code are given in the note cited in reference 10).

.../...
The results are given in the following two tables, respectively corresponding to the 2 values of the ratio \( \Lambda \) unsafe failures/\( \Lambda \) global failures (1/10 and 1/2) adopted for the analog trains.

### Case n° 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TCM + PCM</th>
<th>RCM</th>
<th>BCM</th>
<th>Resulting proba.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.10^{-9}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^{-2}</td>
<td>1,1.10^{-3}</td>
<td>1.10^{-6}</td>
<td>3.10^{-7}</td>
<td>1,3.10^{-6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^{-1}</td>
<td>4,6.10^{-7}</td>
<td>1.10^{-5}</td>
<td>3.10^{-6}</td>
<td>1,3.10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.10^{-5}</td>
<td>1.10^{-4}</td>
<td>3.10^{-5}</td>
<td>1,7.10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TCM = temperature channels common mode  
PCM = neutron flux channels common mode  
RCM = relay common mode  
BCM = circuit breaker common mode
### Case n° 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TCM + PCM</th>
<th>RCM</th>
<th>BCM</th>
<th>Resulting proba.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$3,6 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$4,4 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$2,1 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^{-1}$</td>
<td>$1,6 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$1,1 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values in the "resulting probability" column must be interpreted as follows:

At the time to a test of the system is performed and we establish that it is in a good operating condition. After a T period equal to 1 month (720 hours), a second test is performed. The number written in column 5 gives the probability that this second test reveals a failure in the system operation.

Therefore, a simplifying assumption has been made that the system is tested in its whole and instantaneously every month. In reality, things are different and, though it is true to say that the system is tested every month in its whole, one might take into consideration that, in fact, the different parts of the system are sequentially tested. A study will be carried through on this subject (cf human factors group).

These results bring to light that in the two cases the common mode failures are predominant, as could be expected. The relay common mode failure is predominant, except in case n° 2 for $\beta = 1$ (unlikely case).

.../...
We can also notice that in case n° 1, for \( \beta = 0 \), the circuit-breakers are predominant (9.10^{-10} for the circuit-breakers compared with a total probability of 1.10^{-9}).

V.5 - Credibility of the results

Given the uncertainty on the validity of the numerical values which were used, it was interesting to evaluate the uncertainty factor affecting the global results, by taking into account the uncertainty factors specific to the component failure rates.

Calculations have been made with the following values (taken from WASH 1400):

- analog trains uncertainty factor : 10
- relays and circuit-breakers uncertainty factor : 3

Data : those from case n° 2 (§ V.4) for \( \beta = 10^{-1} \)

For these calculations, the PATREC/MC code has been used (version of the PATREC code using a Monte-Carlo method) (Ref. 11).

A first run was used to simplify the tree of Figure 9 by indentifying the predominant cut sets. So, if we neglect the cut sets lower by a factor 10^{4} to the cut sets kept, we come to the simplified tree of Figure 10.

The tree of Figure 10 shows a perfect symmetry in relation to the circuit "ET" numbered 1. This permits (using the properties of the Boolean algebra) a second reduction of the tree which is shown in figure 11.

Figures 12, 13, 14 show the dispersion of the global result value related to the dispersion of the input parameters, respectively after 500, 2500 and 10 000 runs.

.../...
As can be seen, the curve looks like a lognormal law. With this assumption, for a 90% confidence level, the code provides the following values:

- lower limit 5% : $1,045 \ldots 10^{-5}$
- upper limit 95% : $5,663 \ldots 10^{-4}$
- adjusted mean value : $7,694 \ldots 10^{-5}$

That is an uncertainty factor of about 7.

If we remember that the deterministic value previously found was of $3 \times 10^{-5}$, we find out that the results are quite consistent:

```
\begin{center}
\begin{tikzpicture}
\foreach\i in {\text{	ext{lower limit 5\%}},\text{adjusted mean},\text{upper limit 95\%}} {\node at (0\i,0) {$\text{\i}$};}
\node at (0,0.2) {$\text{deterministic value}$};
\end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}
```

Probability scale

```
\begin{center}
\begin{tikzpicture}
\foreach\i in {10^{-6},10^{-5},10^{-4},10^{-3}} {\node at (0.5\i,0) {$\i$};}
\end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}
```

VI - CONCLUSIONS

This first study is a decision experiment and constitutes a good illustration of the present knowledge in the field of probabilistic estimation of the quality of a complex system. It brings to light the field in which research is further necessary.

Considering the time granted and the means available, the study has been limited to the scram system actuation after a spurious withdrawal of some control rods (reactor being on power). The external events have not been taken into account.

.../...
However, a wider study would not have brought more to the purpose pursued, which was to concretize the possibilities and the draw backs in lacks of the method by studying a real case.

The fault tree analysis has once more shown its value. For example, we have noted that it was possible without expensive modifications to greatly improve the efficiency of the measurements processing by a continuous search for eventual discordance.

Doubts remain on the numerical data. The failure rates are generally given in a global form (safe failures + unsafe failures) while we are only interested in the unsafe failures. The factor related to the common mode failures is not well known:

\[
(\beta = \frac{\text{proba. of common mode failure}}{\text{proba. of self mode failure}})
\]

We do not yet know exactly how to introduce the human factor in the calculations. Simplifying assumptions had to be adopted for the test procedures.

The parameter calculations (see pages 22 and 23) show the importance of these factors on the global result.

A sensitivity study performed with the help of PATREC/MC code in a case which (in the present state of the art) seemed to us realistic, gives the following results for the non-operating probability of the emergency shutdown system after a one month's period:

- Adjusted mean value: \(7.7 \times 10^{-5}\)
- Lower limit 5%: \(1.0 \times 10^{-5}\)
- Upper limit 95%: \(5.6 \times 10^{-4}\)

.../...
This means an uncertainty factor of about 7 for a confidence level of 90%.

We can therefore see the difficulties related to the establishment of a good quality probabilistic criterion and the need to develop research in the adequate fields covered by the different working groups.
INITIATING EVENTS AND ACCIDENT SEQUENCES

1 - Voltage loss on the LGA and LGD bus of the three primary pumps, at full power.

2 - Spurious opening of all primary pumps circuit-breakers, or loss of a phase leading to the protections trip by overintensity of the circuit-breakers - plant being at full power.

3 - Reactor at a power below 40 %, 2 loops out of 3 in service - spurious opening of the circuit-breakers of the two in-service pumps, or loss of a phase leading to the trip by the overintensity protection of the two in-service pumps circuit-breakers.

4 - Loss of flow rate in one loop, reactor at full power.

5 - Loss of flow rate in one loop, the reactor being at a power below 40 %, two loops out of three in service.

6 - Frequency decrease of the network, the reactor being at full power.

7 - Spurious closing of the isolation steam valves, manual regulation of the reactor and control of the pressurizer out of service (discharge valves and spray).

8 - Fault on the turbine regulation, or operator error. leading to an excess load increase, from a low power level.

9 - Spurious withdrawal of the control rods in power at low dp/dt.

10 - Spurious withdrawal of the control rods from zero power (inefficient intermediate level channel).

.../...
11 - Spurious withdrawal of the control rods at power, high reactivity insertion rate.

12 - Uncontrolled spatial distorsion of flux at power.

13 - Turbine trip, with single failure of a stop valve (left open), reactor at full power, fuel cycle at beginning of life, all regulations and control being manual (reactor, pressurizer), turbine by-pass out of service (case of trip by loss of a condenser function, for example).

14 - Spurious closing of the turbine stop valves, turbine by-pass out of service.

15 - Failure of the CVCS, leading to an excessive charge flow compared with the discharge (discharge out of service, for example).

16 - Feedwater turbo-pump trips manual regulation (or turbine power reduction too slow), reactor at full power.

17 - Faults in the regulation of the steam generators level, leading to spurious closure of the regulating valve - reactor at full power leading to a lack of balance between water flow rate and steam flow rate.

18 - Small break on the steam circuit in the containment - reactor at full power.

19 - Loss of primary coolant (small break), excluding the breaks on the pressurizer in steam phase.

20 - Steam drum rupture - reactor at full power.

.../...
21 - Steam drum rupture - reactor at zero power (or beginning of hot shutdown).

22 - Steam piping rupture outside the containment, downstream the isolation valve, without failure of the concerned valve.

23 - Control rod ejection - reactor at intermediate or full power.

24 - Spurious fall of two (or more) control rods into the core - reactor at full power in automatic operation.

25 - Control rod(s) spurious withdrawal - reactor at low power level, below P6 (on the Po $10^{-5}$ to $10^{-3}$ % scale) (source level).

26 - Control rod(s) spurious withdrawal - reactor at power equal to or higher than P6 (intermediate level).
Protection channel at source level locked.

27 - Loss of all external electrical supplies - self-energizing unsuccessful - plant at full power.

28 - Break in a feedwater pipe in the containment.
The level sensors in the concerned steam generator are assumed to not work properly.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MINI</th>
<th>0,5 pcm/s</th>
<th>2,5 pcm/s</th>
<th>25 pcm/s</th>
<th>80 pcm/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>R</strong></td>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td><strong>A</strong></td>
<td><strong>C</strong></td>
<td><strong>T</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ru = 135 pcm</td>
<td><em>t</em> = 202 s A.U par ΔT température</td>
<td><em>t</em> = 65 s A.U par ΔT puissance</td>
<td><em>t</em> = 75 s instant ultime</td>
<td>Ru = 200 pcm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>R</strong></td>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td><strong>A</strong></td>
<td><strong>C</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ru = 175 pcm</td>
<td><em>t</em> = 54 s A.U par ΔT température</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>R</strong></td>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td><strong>A</strong></td>
<td><strong>C</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ru = 1200 pcm</td>
<td><em>t</em> = 67 s A.U par ΔT température</td>
<td><em>t</em> = 23 s A.U par ΔT puissance</td>
<td><em>t</em> = 35 s instant ultime</td>
<td>Ru = 680 pcm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>R</strong></td>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td><strong>A</strong></td>
<td><strong>C</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ru = 875 pcm</td>
<td><em>t</em> = 1,5 s A.U par variation élevée de flux</td>
<td><em>t</em> = 7,5 s A.U par ΔT température</td>
<td><em>t</em> = 8 s A.U par ΔT puissance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ru : Réactivité insérée cumulée à l'instant ultime

TABLE I
| **1** - Tension basse sur les jeux de barres des pompes primaires - Puissance > P₃ (10 %) | **15** - Niveau haut au pressuriseur |
| **2** - Disjoncteurs des pompes primaires ouverts - Puissance > P₃ (40 %) | **16** - Très bas niveau au G.V. |
| **3** - Disjoncteurs des pompes primaires ouverts - Puissance > P₇ (10 %) | **17** - Bas niveau et pression vapeur - Débit bas d'eau alimentaire |
| **4** - Débit circuit primaire bas - Puissance > P₈ (40 %) | **18** - Signal d'injection de sécurité déclenché sur pression enceinte haute |
| **5** - Débit circuit primaire bas - Puissance > P₇ (10 %) | **19** - Signal d'injection de sécurité déclenché par basse pression et bas niveau pressuriseur P>P₇ |
| **6** - Fréquence basse sur les jeux de barres (L₂ et L₃) P > P₇ | **20** - Signal d'injection de sécurité déclenché sur haut débit vapeur et basse pression vapeur |
| **7** - Pression élevée au pressuriseur | **21** - Signal d'injection de sécurité déclenché sur haut débit vapeur et basse pression vapeur |
| **8** - Pression basse au pressuriseur - Puissance > P₇ | **22** - Signal d'injection de sécurité déclenché sur décalage de pression vapeur entre file trop élevée |
| **9** - AT - Température élevée | **23** - Dérivée positive de flux trop forte |
| **10** - Flux haut - Chaîne puissance seuil bas | **24** - Dérivée négative de flux trop forte (chaîne puissance) |
| **11** - Flux haut - Chaîne puissance seuil haut | **25** - Mesure de flux trop forte - Niveau source |
| **12** - AT - Puissance élevée | **26** - Mesure de flux trop forte - Niveau intermédiaire |
| **13** - Déclenchement turbine (pression circuit d'huile basse) | **27** - Défaut conduisant au manque de tension des mécanismes de grappe |
| **14** - Déclenchement turbine (vannes d'arrêt fermées) | (28) - (Manuel) |
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FIG. 5 - Relay
FIG. 7 - RPR  Converted diagram
DEFauts D'Ordre 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELAIS</th>
<th>CONTACT</th>
<th>Inversion État Initial</th>
<th>Contrôle(s) Affecté(s)</th>
<th>S14</th>
<th>S17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I029</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>407</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I030</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>S14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I122</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>415</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I123</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>S17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I070P</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S11</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I070P</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S11</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1HN</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1HN</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I33HP</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S17</td>
<td></td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I33HP</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S17</td>
<td></td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I078</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S17</td>
<td></td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I078</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S17</td>
<td></td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I48P</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S14</td>
<td></td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I48P</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S14</td>
<td></td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I479</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S14</td>
<td></td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I479</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S14</td>
<td></td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

END OF SINGLE FAILURES RESEARCH
FIG. 10 - REDUCED FAULT TREE
Fig. 11 - REDUCED FAULT TREE.
HISTOGRAMME DE LA DISTRIBUTION

Figure 13

2000 runs
FIGURE 14
Discussion

Mr Vesely referred to the difference between the probability of failure of the circuit breakers to operate quoted in WASH 1400 \(10^{-3}\), and the value used in the assessment \(3.10^{-5}\). Mrs Carnino replied that the value used was based on the WASH 1400 data; but that the particular conditions for the Fessenheim system and that the failure-to-open state only was of interest. Mr Green thought that some indication of the possible spread of data values would be of interest, to which Mrs Carnino replied that this was probably an appropriate consideration for the Data Sub-group.

Mr Garribba requested information on the introduction of human factors problems into the fault tree for the system, and in reply it was stated that these would be introduced at a later time when the other sub-groups had completed their studies on this subject. At present they were included with the common mode problems which are shown on the fault tree. Mr Hensley commented that a particular problem for the human factors sub-group considering the Fessenheim system was its complex testing procedures of long duration. These could be interrupted by reactor operations with further error possibilities.

In reply to Mr Hofer, Mrs Carnino stated that the considerations of uncertainty of data did not include the \(\beta\) values.
COMMITTEE ON THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

TASK FORCE ON PROBLEMS OF RARE EVENTS
IN THE RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

WORKING GROUP OF EXPERTS ON RARE EVENTS
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Presented by G. Volta
l. **INTRODUCTION**

The terms of reference for the work of this group have been fixed as follows:
- collect and analyze rare event data;
- specialize the data to reactor shutdown systems and possibly PWR shutdown systems;
- exclude external rare event data like earthquakes, tornadoes, etc.

Given these terms of reference the task of the group was linked to data collection related to shutdown system unavailability, which is also important in consideration of ATWS: anticipated transients without scram. In fact the event "no scram on demand" is an important rare event concerning the shutdown systems where its probability is to be low since its consequence can be relevant from the safety point of view.

Considering the limited population of operating shutdown systems, direct statistical experience of events having a probability less than $10^{-5}$ cannot be claimed. So the expression "data collection and analysis" has to be interpreted in the sense of "collection, analysis and processing of data relevant to the prediction of the event having that very low probability".

Following this line of thinking the group members have produced various contributions that address various critical aspects of the problem of data collection, analysis, and interpretation.

A first contribution focuses attention upon the data published concerning ATWS and shutdown system unavailability. Three documents issued in the USA and the F.R. of Germany were received from Belgium, Denmark, France, the F.R. of Germany

---

* This is a summary of the complete interim report of the data collection sub-group (SINDOC(77)129).
Italy and the Netherlands. The IEEE Reliability Data Project (Project 500) carried out in the USA has also been reviewed.


The data collected in WASH-1270 involve power reactor experience accumulated up to 1973 (Table 1). From the data, an upper bound on the shutdown system unavailability is estimated to be $1 \times 10^{-4}$ at a confidence level of 95%. While WASH-1270 is strictly a data analysis, the EPRI report combines actual experience with subjective judgement (prior distribution) to form updated estimates (posterior distributions) of the system unavailability. In statistical terminology, this is termed a Bayesian analysis as compared to a classical analysis as was done in WASH-1270. The EPRI results are given in table 2. For the fault tree analysis, component data were taken from WASH-1400.

The results in the EPRI report are generally lower than the $10^{-4}$ value given in WASH-1270 since best estimates were attempted as opposed to the upper bounds given in WASH-1270.

The German report MRR-163 determines the shutdown system unavailability using fault tree analysis with no direct use of the results given in WASH-1270 or the EPRI report. The results are:

- $5 \times 10^{-6}$: shutdown system unavailability for PWR,
- $5.5 \times 10^{-6}$: shutdown system unavailability for BWR.

Within data uncertainties, the results are in general agreement with those of the EPRI report.
The three documents thus give data on:
- system experience,
- component failure rates,
- the effect of subjective judgement.

With regard to techniques, the reports discuss:
- statistical techniques: classical and bayesian,
- modeling techniques, essentially fault-tree techniques.

3. DATA INFORMATION FROM BELGIUM, DENMARK, FRANCE, ITALY AND THE NETHERLANDS

The availability of relevant data in European countries has been checked by sending a short questionnaire. The answers given by various group members are summarized in Table 3.

4. THE IEEE RELIABILITY DATA MANUAL

IEEE Std 500-1977 concerns the development and presentation of a reliability data base which includes failure rates, failure rate ranges, failure modes and environmental factor information on generic components actually or potentially in use in nuclear power generating stations. The current edition of this document is limited to electrical, electronic, and sensing components. However future editions are planned which will include mechanical, and nuclear system components.

The sources of information used for the development of the data base were found to exist in the following forms:
- Statistical operating data from nuclear plants
- Statistical operating data from fossil fuel fired generating stations and from other major industries
- Statistical failure data from generating stations, transmission grids, and related industrial plants for which recorded population information was not
available, but for which population estimates could be made to allow calculation of failure rates
- Data extracted from published sources for other industries which had some level of applicability to nuclear power generating station components
- Data generated from both population and failure estimates made by individuals familiar with operating and failure histories of particular generic types of devices.

All these sources were tapped to generate the initial data base contained in the current document, but no claims are made that the data presented would represent exactly data collected from a random sample of nuclear plants. In fact the recommended value (REC) and the interval given may be expected to differ from in-service experience for some of the reported failure data. However, although a particular statistical calculation of a component failure rate based on operating data may not match exactly the recommended point value, it is expected (based on a preliminary analysis given in reference 3) that such a calculation will be well within the range of values listed in the document.

5. CONCLUSIONS

From the preliminary work of the group some important points emerge:

a) The data at a system level are insufficient for directly estimating shutdown system unavailabilities less than \(1 \times 10^{-4}\) per demand.

b) In certain situations, low system probabilities can only be estimated if component data are used through a fault-tree analysis and other modeling techniques. Common mode failures need to be considered of course in these kinds of system analyses.
c) Four sources of component data are available:
   WASH-1400, CEA-EDF data, SRS data, and IEEE-500.

d) Data at intermediate subsystem level could be derived in principle by abnormal occurrences reported. But a deeper analysis should be carried out.

e) The combination of prior and posterior information has been advocated but the approach needs to be further continued.

6. REFERENCES

4) Project 500 - IEEE Reliability Data Manual
   Presented by J.R. Fragola, Coordinator Project 500.
### Table 1 - Power Reactor Accumulated Operational Time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No. of units in category</th>
<th>No. of units in operation 3/73</th>
<th>Accumulated Time Reactor years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>U.S. Reactors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Station Power Units</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army Power Units</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naval Units</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>1005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.S. Savannah</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total U.S. Units</strong></td>
<td>162</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>1217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Reactors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Station Power Units</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total U.S. and Foreign</strong></td>
<td>228</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>1627</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2 - Upper Bound and Scram System Unavailability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bayes Prior</th>
<th>Unavailability per Demand</th>
<th>95% confidence</th>
<th>50% confidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>zero fail.</td>
<td>one fail.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat (classical results)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.3x10^-5</td>
<td>2.1x10^-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step function (10^-5/D)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.0x10^-6</td>
<td>6.5x10^-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BWR fault-tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. beta-fitting</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.1x10^-6</td>
<td>2.3x10^-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(mean value = 5.8x10^-6/D, Std. dev. = 3.8x10^-6/D)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.1x10^-6</td>
<td>2.3x10^-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. numerical representation</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.7x10^-6</td>
<td>8.0x10^-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR fault-tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. beta-fitting</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.7x10^-5</td>
<td>3.2x10^-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(mean value = 1.4x10^-5/D, std. dev. = 6.1x10^-5/D)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.3x10^-5</td>
<td>1.7x10^-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. numerical representation</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.1x10^-5</td>
<td>4.4x10^-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.0x10^-5</td>
<td>3.0x10^-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 - Answers to the Questionnaire

Question No. 1:

Have you in your organization any set of information on abnormal occurrences or failures regarding shut-down systems of commercial power plants in your country?

Answers to Question No. 1:

a) Belgium:

Il n'y a pas eu de panne du système d'arrêt d'urgence entraînant le non-fonctionnement de ce système sur les centrales belges.

Il y a eu des fonctionnements intempestifs entraînant l'arrêt d'urgence dus à des mauvais contacts sur des diodes enfichables.

Il y a eu aussi blocage de certaines barres de contrôle en position basse car elles avaient été trop enfoncées.

b) France:

Electricité de France (EDF) does not have any specific set of information on abnormal occurences or failures regarding shut-down systems of its commercial power plants.

On the other hand the French Atomic Commission (CEA) has a reporting system of abnormal occurences related to the french reactors under commercial operation. This safety related data collection is filled by general information received from EDF and CEA operations people. Retrievals are available through quaterly reports published by "Service d'Etudes Techniques de Sûreté - Département de Sûreté Nucléaire" of CEA. Access to this information has to be discussed with CEA.
c) **F.R. of Germany:**

No special compilation but some information.

E.g.

a) Erfassung und Verbesserung der Zuverlässigkeit der elektronischen Steuerung in den Kraftwerken Pleinting, Block 1. (Published literature: Annexe 1).

b) A report similar to a) but regarding Decontic B system produced by BBC. (Not available, property TÜV Rheinland).

c) An expertise on shut-down system for Kruemmel BWR. Informations were obtained from Lingen and Grundemmingen. (Not available, property Arbeitsministerium des Landes Schleswig-Holstein).

d) Collection of abnormal occurrences in german reactors 71-76, partially published in "Zur friedlichen Nutzung der Kernenergie - eine Dokumentation der Bundesregierung". (Full report not available, property Bundesministerium fuer Innen).

d) **Italy:**

A- Deficiencies and failures regarding Trino Vercellese (PWR) nuclear power plant shutdown system operating hours to which the list refers 51,000

control rod operation deficiencies or failure 8

control rod position indicator deficiencies or failure 13

spurious shutdown occurrences 8

spurious power reduction occurrences 5

instrumentation component deficiencies or failures 28

operator errors in operation 1

operator errors in test 2
B- Deficiencies and failures regarding Garigliano (BWR)
nuclear power plant shutdown system
operating hours to which the list refers 36,155
control rod operation deficiencies or failures 90
control rod position indicator deficiencies or failures 5
safety system channel deficiencies or failures 5
instrumentation component deficiencies or failures 100

e) The Netherlands:
For Borssele PWR, four failures of single control rods reported. For Dodewaard BWR, one failure on control rods reported.

Question No. 2:
Have you derived from the direct operating experience of shut-down systems of plants in your country any reliability figure for components or subsystems?
If yes, are these data available?
References?

Answers to Question No. 2:

a) Belgium:
No.

b) France:
For its new PWR plants, EDF developed a reliability data collection (SRDF) including systems, sub-systems and components specific to this kind of plant (1762 items/unit have to be reported).
Certain components for shut-down systems are listed in the system. SRDF operation started a few months ago on two sites: FESSENHEIM and LE BUGEY. So data related to this preoperational units have no statistical meaning yet. Conditions of access to this information is not yet defined.

c) F.R. of Germany:
The only case is the initial expertise for Kruemmel.

d) Italy:
No.

e) The Netherlands:
No.

Question No. 3:
Could you list the reliability data source regarding components for shut-down systems that you know?
Would you give some comment?

Answers to Question No. 3:

a) Belgium:
No.

b) France:
EDF needs reliability data to feed reliability studies conducted by itself or by other organization as CEA. That is the reason why a provisional document has been prepared by EDF (Ref. D.57-6632-01 rev. 0 "Recueil provisoire de données de fiabilité". This document
collects available data coming from EDF or other sources. Certain components for shut-down systems (sensors, relays) are included in this document.

c) **F.R. of Germany:**
List of data taken from MRR-1-54 (full report not available). This list has been used for computing the fault-tree reported in MRR-163/IRS-W-22.

d) **Italy:**
No.

e) **The Netherlands:**
- WASH-1400
- Ausfall Ratensammlung
  H.P. Balfanz
  IRS-W-8 (December 1973)
- Systems Reliability Service

**Discussion**

Mr. Vesely commented that the interpretation of the U.S.N.R.C. policy as expressed in section 5 on page 2.9 of the sub-group report (SINDOC(77)129) was not entirely correct. U.S.N.R.C. does not compute a lower boundary to system unavailability because no data are available. Only an upper bound is computed, and the actual unavailability cannot be demonstrated. He said that there could be political problems with such misinterpretations, and requested that the section be modified. Mr. Vesely also referred to his previous comment during discussion of the Fessenheim system where he indicated a difference between WASH 1400 data and that used in the assessment for circuit breakers. Mr. Volta stated that there was good agreement between the data used and that derived from the German MRR Source.

Mr. Green requested that any problems related to data values be included in the detailed discussions on the second day.
COMMITTEE ON THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

TASK FORCE ON PROBLEMS OF RARE EVENTS IN THE RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

WORKING GROUP OF EXPERTS ON RARE EVENTS IN COMMON MODE FAILURE ANALYSIS

Presented by A.J. Bourne
1. **INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF STUDY**

In the quantified reliability analysis of any complex engineering system an often significant and sometimes dominant aspect is a phenomenon that is commonly known as 'common-mode failure'. This is particularly so with such systems as automatic protective systems in nuclear power stations where high reliability is required. The analysis of common-mode failure can be difficult, because of the various considerations in the analysis such as:

(a) The recognition of the many possible causes of common-mode failures, and the means of their detection.

(b) The models used in the quantification of system reliability due to common-mode failures.

(c) The use of data from reported common-mode failures or other sources for the reliability assessment of other systems.

(d) The possible rarity of common-mode failure events.

There is therefore a definite requirement to study further this reliability problem to produce more effective solutions for use in reliability analyses, and also in design processes, than have previously been available. An initial part of this current study has been a survey of the available literature on this subject from which further study has proceeded.

The scope of the study is mainly concerned with automatic protective systems for nuclear power plant. This is because these are the type of system in which common-mode failure problems are known to occur, the experience is much greater, and requirements have been identified for further studies in this area. However, aircraft and chemical plant systems have also been considered, and this report contains a preliminary analysis of data and information from all three sources.

Although the term "common-mode failure" is commonly used internationally, it has been found necessary for this study to define the type of system to which they apply; to define the term itself; and to classify the events according to type. However because of the limitations of the scope of the study, these definitions and classifications might not be appropriate for all applications.

2. **COMMON-MODE FAILURES IN SYSTEMS**

2.1 **REduNDANCY SYSTEMS.**

Systems are frequently designed which employ redundancy and output voting techniques to achieve some desired reliability. These techniques are usually applied at a sub-system or major component level rather than fundamental component level. The important criterion in a decision on the application of redundancy are the relative reliabilities of the sub-system or component, and that required for the system.

This can either be standby or active redundancy; uniform or diverse redundancy; and the simple general form of redundancy system is illustrated on Figure 1. Complex systems can consist of many combinations of this simple form.

---

*Note

This is a summary of the complete interim report of the common-mode failures sub-group (document SINDOC(77)98).
2.2 COMMON MODE FAILURES

Systems using redundancy techniques can tolerate a certain number and/or types of failures while continuing to maintain the required relationship between input and output conditions. This is so when the failures are of individual components independently, but these systems are vulnerable to what are generally termed "common-mode failures".

The types of event that can be identified as common-mode failures which lead to the system failing to perform its intended function, for the purposes of this study are:

(a) The coincidence of failures of two or more identical components in separate channels of a redundancy system, due to a common cause. (The failures will probably have a common failure mode also.)

(b) The coincidence of failures of two or more different components in separate channels of a redundancy system due to a common cause. (The failures will possibly have different failure modes but all will be in the same category.)

(c) The failures of one or more components which result in the coincidence of failures of one or more other components not necessarily of the same type, as the consequence of some single initial cause. (The primary and secondary failures might also be coincident, and any coincident failures might have different failure modes but all will be in the same category.)

(d) In any of the above cases, the failures can be at the same instant or at different times, but at some time the failed states will be coincident.

(e) The failure of some single component or service which is common to all channels in an otherwise redundancy system, (e.g., a common power supply; maintenance). This only includes components or services which are an integral part of the system and on which system operation is dependent.

The category of the failure mode is usually either dangerous or safe, but failures can also have negligible effects and be categorised as neutral.
For some systems any failure mode might be considered as dangerous, for example, as in some aircraft systems. A dangerous failure can be defined as a failure which prevents the required operation of the system or component such that some hazard external to the system is caused or could not be prevented. A safe failure can be defined as a failure which causes the system to operate in a manner which ensures that the external plant or environment is in a safe state. A failure can be complete, such that there is a total loss of the required function, or it may be only a partial failure causing the system to function outside specified limits.

2.3 PROPOSED DEFINITION OF COMMON MODE FAILURES

From the identification of the types of event that are considered as common-mode failures a definition of this phenomenon must include a reference to the cause of failure of separate channels of a redundancy system being common. For the purposes of this study the definitions offered in the available literature do not seem to be adequate in this respect, and so the following definition is proposed by the sub-group as an attempt to summarise explicitly and comprehensively the significant characteristics of these events.

"A common-mode failure (CMF) is the result of a single event which causes a coincidence of failure states of components in two or more separate channels of a redundancy system, leading to the defined system failing to perform its intended function."

With the scope of this study being mainly concerned with nuclear reactor automatic protective systems, events which cause DANGEROUS common modes of failure of the redundant components, or cause the failure modes to be in a common dangerous category, are of primary interest.

2.4 COMMON-MODE FAILURE CAUSES

Common-mode failures are not usually considered as random independent events occurring within the system, but as influences on the system from some source which is common to the redundant components, resulting in some abnormal output state. This is indicated by figure 2. To study this phenomenon it is necessary to define more explicitly what is included in the system, and what is excluded to be considered as possible causes of common-mode failure, or common influences on the system.

![Diagram](https://example.com/diagram.png)  
**FIGURE 2**
3. CLASSIFICATION OF COMMON-MODE FAILURES

3.1 REQUIREMENTS OF A CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

It is essential for the identification, quantification and minimisation of the effects on a system, of common-mode failures, that these events are classified according to some characteristic that they all possess. There are three main requirements for the general study of common-mode failures and it is therefore necessary to form a classification system which is compatible with all these.

(a) The recognition of the many possible causes of common-mode failures, to assist designers and operators to minimise their rate of occurrence and effects, and to increase the probability of their detection.

(b) To assist with the reliability analysis of a system, and the quantification of system reliability due to common-mode failures.

(c) To enable data from reported common-mode failures to be analysed and recorded for subsequent application in the design, operation and reliability assessment of other systems.

3.2 PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION OF COMMON-MODE FAILURES

From the literature survey, preliminary examination of data for nuclear reactor protection systems, reactor emergency core cooling systems, and other safety applications, and the requirements for a classification system defined in section 3.1, the proposed classification system is as summarised in figure 3.

The significant feature of the system is that common-mode failures are classified by cause of failure, because it is considered that if recommendations are to be made for a policy of prevention of common-mode failures then it is essential that all causes can be prominently identified. This basis of classification is also the basis of the proposed definition in section 2.3.

The binary subdivision of CMF causes was evolved from the initial interpretation of the literature classification systems with further considerations of the different stages in the lifetime of an engineering system and the various influences to which it is subjected. It has not been contrived to form what is probably not a necessary feature of a classification system, but it is considered that such symmetry could be advantageous in its application and use. It is unlikely that any further sub-classification below the third level would provide any advantage, but would probably suffer from serious disadvantages, particularly with regard to the collection and application of data. To enable detailed events to be more readily recognised and classified a list of types of causal event and factors contributing to causal events, are listed under each of the eight classes of CMF. An identification code has been allocated to each class for simplified reference purposes based on the initial letters of the classification terms used.

The classifications can also be grouped according to the characteristics of the event, and the time at which it is introduced into the system, which will be particularly relevant when considering the defences against CMF's. (See Table 2).
FIGURE 3 PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR COMMON-MODE FAILURES
4. DEFENCES AGAINST COMMON-MODE FAILURES

This section contains references to other authors' work, with interpretations and summaries by the sub-group. Further work is required to enable recommendations to be made to designers and operators.

No author has identified all the possible defences explicitly, and it is surprising that some of the defences have not been more commonly recognised. To some extent this might be because of the method of presentation where the defences have been clearly described and tabulated (3)(4)(5)(14)(19)(36), or they are contained in the text of the reference (7)(17)(18)(23). It will also be due to the different systems of failure classification.

In Table 1 an initial attempt has been made to combine the defences recognised by the different authors into common classifications and where possible to relate these to the failure cause they are defending against. As with the recognition of the defences referred to above, this relationship is explicitly stated or has required a search of the text to establish. In other references the defences are quoted, but no such relationship is given. GANGLOFF (3) and EAMES (23) are probably the extremes of the two methods of presentation. GANGLOFF gives a very brief description in general terms with an explicit tabulation of the relationship between failure cause and defence. EAMES gives a detailed classified list of reliability principles for all design and operational stages of a protective system, but only implicitly relates these to the failure causes in some instances.

5. SYSTEM MODELLING FOR COMMON-MODE FAILURES

The work in this section of the report is in abeyance. It is expected that it will initially consist of a literature survey and an identification of the required future work.

6. COMMON-MODE FAILURE DATA

6.1 COMMON-MODE FAILURES IN NUCLEAR REACTOR SYSTEMS

The most extensive source of data relevant to this study is from commercial nuclear power stations in the United States. This is a system operated by the "Office of Operations Evaluation" of the USNRC which requires the stations to submit reports of abnormal safety related occurrences. These were initially known as "Abnormal Occurrence Reports", but are currently known as "Licensee Event Reports". Data is extracted from letters or other written reports of events, and translated and classified by the USNRC for recording on its computer system files. The data for this study has been taken from the computer printouts of these events that are issued monthly, and are for the period 1971 to 1976 inclusive, for all the US commercially operating power stations. For the period considered there are 60 stations with an integrated operating life since achieving criticality of approximately 220 reactor-years. This has yielded approximately 8000 occurrence reports, of which 118 have been identified as common-mode failures of the two systems considered in the study, the automatic protective system (APS) and the emergency core cooling system (ECCS).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure Cause</th>
<th>Failure Defences According to Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Functional Deficiencies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Realisation Faults</td>
<td>5 7 3 5 18 19 5 18 19 5 18 5 18 3 19 5 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering Errors</td>
<td>7 5 3 5 18 19 5 7 18 5 7 18 3 19 5 19 5 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Influences</td>
<td>23 3 7 5 19 23 7 5 23 5 3 7 5 19 5 19 3 19 5 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Extremes</td>
<td>5 7 3 5 7 3 5 7 3 7 5 3 5 5 3 5 3 5 3 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Events</td>
<td>7 7 5 19 7 3 7 19 7 3 7 19 5 3 7 5 3 5 5 3 5 3 19 5 19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**References**

1. Gangloff
2. Mankano
3. Hayden
4. Wash 1270
5. Frederick
6. Hames

Table 4: Common-Mode Failure Causes and Defences Derived from Literature Survey
The data summarised on tables 2 and 3 show the predominance of CMF's in classes EDR and OPM, and the common significant feature of these is that they are concerned with human reliability in design, and the operational support processes of maintenance and testing. The latter is more significant in APS data where 49% of all CMF's are in this class. The problem of human reliability is further identified by the next highest contributor for both systems as class OR, the plant operators activities. Significant by their absence are failures in class OEE, which are CMF's caused by external energetic events. This could be because greater emphasis is placed in design and construction on the defences against this type of CMF which are probably more tangible than considerations in the future of the effects of operator errors. Also, an analysis of operations procedures might not be as comprehensive and detailed as that for hardware, in a reliability assessment, possibly because the procedures would not be available at that time.

A study of plant hazards and the protection measurements which guard against them has not been included in this report but for the major hazards diversity is usually applied. No CMF's has been identified which has affected channels which have either functional or equipment diversity. They all involve identical equipment or subsystems, and it is therefore appropriate to relate the failures to the integrated operating time for all subsystems to which redundancy is applied.

The integrated operating time for both systems of both reactor types are:

- PWR 116 Reactor-years
- BWR 102 Reactor-years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PWR</th>
<th>EWR</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APS</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>3090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECGS</td>
<td>1510</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>2530</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From these values the total CMF rate related to subsystems has been derived on table 2 as $2.10^{-2}$ and $2.3.10^{-2}$ per subsystem-year respectively. As an aid to comparison with data from other industries the CMF classes are grouped according to the times at which the CMF's are caused, and it is possible that only those that are caused at any time during the plant operating life are relevant to other industries. For example, many of the other CMF's that are caused during the engineering stages could possibly have been prevented by perfect testing and commissioning. It is of interest that of the 30 CMF's in the OPM class for the APS, 20 are defined as PARTIAL subsystem failures only, mainly due to calibration errors. Similar ratios can be obtained for the ECGS, for those CMF's in the EDR class, and also for all CMF's.

It is also desirable to consider the CMF rates for the different types of subsystem as defined for the APS and ECGS of both PWR's and BWR's which have been derived on table 3. For those subsystem types that have yielded a significant number of CMF's the mean rate approximates to the total CMF rates derived in table 2, but where there is relative rarity of events, particularly for the guard lines and APS output subsystems, there are some noticeable deviations. This probably means that there is less confidence in the values, and unfortunately these are the most significant subsystems in the complete system analysis. The PWR APS output subsystem CMF was a safe trip, and one of the two PWR APS guard line CMF's was for ancillary services.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CMF GROUP</th>
<th>CMF CLASS</th>
<th>CMF's</th>
<th>OPERATING TIME (SS-YRS)</th>
<th>CMF RATE PER SS</th>
<th>CMF's</th>
<th>OPERATING TIME (SS-YRS)</th>
<th>CMF RATE PER SS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMF's CAUSED PRIOR TO OPERATION AND REMAIN UNLESS ELIMINATED BY MODIFICATION OR REPAIR</td>
<td>RDF</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3090</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2530</td>
<td>0.0095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EDR</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECM</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMF's CAUSED MAINLY AT PROOF TEST TIMES, BUT COULD BE AT ANY TIME DUE TO REPAIR, THEY WILL REMAIN UNTIL REVEALED AND REPAIRED</td>
<td>OPM</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3090</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2530</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMF's CAUSED AT ANY TIME DURING OPERATION AND REMAIN UNTIL REVEALED AND REPAIRED</td>
<td>OFO</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3090</td>
<td>0.0029</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2530</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OFEN</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OFEE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCLASSIFIED</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTALS</td>
<td></td>
<td>61</td>
<td>3090</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>2530</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** DERIVATION OF SUBSYSTEM COMMON-MODE FAILURE RATES FOR CMF GROUPS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBSYSTEM TYPE</th>
<th>CMF CLASS</th>
<th>APS</th>
<th>EGGs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMFs</td>
<td>OPERATING TIME SS-YEARS</td>
<td>CMF RATE PER SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INPUT SUBSYSTEMS</td>
<td>EDF</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLANT MEASURING EQUIPMENT</td>
<td>EDR</td>
<td>11)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPARATORS</td>
<td>BGM</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECI</td>
<td>3) 58</td>
<td>2760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOTING LOGIC INPUT SWITCHING</td>
<td>PFO</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPM</td>
<td>5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OBN</td>
<td>31)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U/O</td>
<td>2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUARD LINE SUBSYSTEMS</td>
<td>EDR</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOTING LOGIC</td>
<td>EOB</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT SWITCHING</td>
<td>OBN</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT CIRCUIT BREAKERS</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT SUBSYSTEMS</td>
<td>EDR</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTROL RODS</td>
<td>EGM</td>
<td>3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALVES &amp; OPERATORS</td>
<td>EGCI</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPO</td>
<td>4) 27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPM</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OBN</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U/O</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOT KNOWN</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTALS</td>
<td></td>
<td>61</td>
<td>3094</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3. DERIVATION OF SUBSYSTEM COMMON-MODE FAILURE RATES FOR SUBSYSTEM TYPES
6.2 AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS COMMON-MODE FAILURE DATA

6.2.1 Sources and Definitions

The CAA accident records (29) have been analysed over the period 1959-75, and those due to CMF have been identified and classified. The damage states given in the recorded accidents are almost entirely classified as "substantial" or aircraft "destroyed". Consequently this CMF analysis has been concerned with failures which lead to major incidents or hazards. It is thought that these will be of primary interest and the frequency or rate of occurrence associated with them will give a point on the yardstick of rare event occurrences.

About two thirds of all aircraft accidents are due to pilot error. Most of these are due to overall mishandling or mistaken navigation of the aircraft, e.g., flying too low or in the wrong place. For the purposes of this analysis, only pilot errors which caused CMF in an individual system have been counted. Accidents involving pilot error which did not involve CMF in the aircraft systems have not been counted as CMF for the purposes of this analysis.

Sufficient data was available to identify the occurrence of a CMF causing an accident. In a low percentage of cases insufficient data was available to classify CMF. This would require much more detailed searching, since it is doubtful whether in many of these cases that the published records contain further useful information.

In a significant number of cases it was not possible to be unambiguous in the classification of CMF, so a dual classification was made. This has been generally because an environmental (energetic) occurrence has arguably been due to a design realisation limitation or functional deficiency. Usually it has been possible to decide which is the dominant cause, but the ambiguity remains.

6.2.2 Analysis of CMF Accidents

During the years through 1959 to 1975 the average proportion of all airline accidents considered, which were as identified as arising from CMF, was 4%. The variation in the yearly percentage lies between 0 and 10.3%. Apart from these extremes, the annual figures are evenly spread about the average figure.

The different types of CMF contributing to this average, according to the CMF classifications utilised, are in the following proportions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CMF CLASSIFICATION</th>
<th>% OF TOTAL CMF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENGINEERING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. IF</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. IR</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPERATIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. PO</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. PM</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. EN</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. EE</td>
<td>22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCLASSIFIED</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It appears that some aircraft systems are involved in CMF accidents more than others. This is indicated below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
<th>% OF TOTAL CMF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engines</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight control</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel systems</td>
<td>14 (mainly due to mismanagement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landing gear</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulics</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2.3 CMF Rates

The aircraft CMF accident rate $CMF_{A}$ per year is given by

$$CMF_{A} = \frac{\text{No. of CMF accidents}}{\text{Aircraft years}} = \frac{\text{No. of CMF accidents}}{\text{No. of aircraft accidents}} \times \text{aircraft accident rate}$$

The aircraft accident rate per year depends on the utilisation. This is about 50% averaged over all airlines, i.e., flight hours are about 50% of total hours (probably less in the case of small airlines, but about 50% for the large airlines which generate the bulk of the traffic). Using the values produced above

$$CMF_{A} = \frac{4}{100} \times 3 \times 10^{-6} \times 10^4 \times 0.5$$

$$= 6 \times 10^{-4} \text{ per aircraft-year.}$$

The good airlines will have achieved about $0.6 \times 10^{-4}$ per year, but the poor organisations will be about 100 times worse than this. Thus an in-plant fatal accident rate due to CMF better than $10^{-4}$ per aircraft-year appears to be achievable by the best airlines.

Aircraft system CMFR ($CMF_{S}$) is given by

$$CMF_{S} = \frac{\text{No. of system CMF}}{\text{No. of aircraft CMF}} \times CMF_{A} \times \frac{1}{\text{No. of systems}}$$

Considering the flight control system as a whole

$$CMF_{FC} = \frac{21}{100} \times 6 \times 10^{-4} \text{ overall}$$

$$= 1.26 \times 10^{-4} \text{ per system-year.}$$

Figure 4 shows a block diagram of a typical transport aircraft total flight control system (FCS).
FB. Each of the systems in an FCS is wholly or partly redundant.

**FIGURE 4 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM (FCS)**

(The range of sophistication across the aircraft considered is in fact considerable.) It will be seen that there are basically six different systems. The average CMFR rate per system is thus:

$$CMFR_s = \frac{21}{100} \times 6 \times 10^{-4} \times \frac{1}{5} \text{ overall}$$

$$= 2.1 \times 10^{-5} \text{ per-system-year}$$

It would appear that for the best airlines a CMFR$_G$ better than $10^{-5}$ per subsystem-year is obtainable for high integrity control systems.

Crew flight hours average about $10^3$ per year. Hence proceeding as above the CMFR rate CMFR$_C$ due to crew is given by:

$$CMFR_C = \frac{18}{100} \times \frac{4}{100} \times 3 \times 10^{-6} \times 10^3 \text{ per year}$$

$$= 2 \times 10^{-5} \text{ per crew-year}$$

Hence the best airlines probably achieve a CMFR$_C$ of about $10^{-6}$ per crew-year and the poorer bodies about $10^{-4}$ per crew-year.

If the crew themselves were to be considered as a redundant system (in conjunction with air traffic control, since all critical flight phases involve them) the picture is somewhat different. About two-thirds of all accidents are due to crew error, hence the crew fatal error rate (CER) is:

$$CER = \frac{2}{3} \times 3 \times 10^{-6} \times 10^3$$

$$= 2 \times 10^{-3} \text{ per crew-year}$$

6.2.4 Discussion

Aircraft power plant suffers the most in comparison with other airborne systems from CMF. At least half of these are due to energetic events either
internally generated or extraneous. Many of these are comparable with high power rotating machines generally, e.g., overspeed failures, highly stressed part failures. Spacing and configuration are often important factors for this type of plant. There may be apparently unavoidable engineering design realisation limitations.

In the case of flight control systems the CMFR achieved is comparable and possibly better than that typically theoretically achievable with statistically independent reactor protective systems for fail dangerous condition. Most of these systems in aircraft are predominantly mechanical. Only the very latest aircraft rely predominantly on non-mechanical controls for which high standards of integrity are being demanded (including CMF). A requirement of about $10^{-6}$ per operating year (approx. 10-10 per flight hour) for dangerous failures would probably be regarded as a desirable target.

The high proportion of dual classifications (28%) confirm the relatedness of engineering design and operational environment classifications. Environmental considerations (particularly energetic events) are therefore very important in carrying out preliminary hazard analysis at the design stage.

No engineering construction cases were found, mainly because of the relatively high frequency of maintenance cycles on airline aircraft, e.g., a mean time between overhaul of about two years, also complete checkouts per flight.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is clear that the problem of common-mode failures is one that is inherent in the design and analysis of high reliability redundancy systems, and from the literature surveyed, during this study, it is a problem that is given serious consideration. However there has been found some lack of a uniform and comprehensive definition, and it was therefore thought necessary to define the term itself, the systems which they effect, and the type of events which can occur in those systems. The most significant feature of the definition of the term "common-mode failure" is that the initial event that causes the failure is common in addition to the effect or the mode of failure being common. Only one reference defined the term "common-cause failures", which was similar to other definitions, but it is not at this stage recommended that this term be adopted because it does not have the world-wide understanding that the subject term of this study has.

The events included within the general definitions proposed are from so varied a range that, as most references had done, it was necessary to group the events into a much reduced number of separate classes according to some characteristic of the events. With the exception of one reference which had different unique objectives, the classification characteristic of the events was the common cause of failure. It was decided to adopt this as the basis of a classification system because it identifies the primary event, the definition of common-mode failures is also based on their cause, and one of the objectives of this study is to make recommendations for the minimisation of these events. The classification system that has been proposed has been developed from that which was derived from the literature survey and so it is considered that it should generally be acceptable. It was necessary in this study to make this development so that the system was comprehensive, and identified and segregated the different activities and influences to which an engineering system is subjected during its lifetime, from conception to the completion of operation.
The study has been biased towards automatic protective systems and emergency core cooling systems for nuclear reactors, but it has also included experience from the aircraft industry. Although to some extent this might be a limiting factor in the study, it is considered that the event definitions and classifications will be applicable to other types of engineered system which complies with the stated system definitions and boundaries. The above systems considered in the study have a high electronics engineering content, but they have significant electrical and mechanical engineering contents also.

It has been demonstrated in the data obtained during the study that events can be identified and classified within the proposals made. The exceptions to this were events that were recorded, but insufficient information on the initial cause or the mode of failure was available. In some cases, classification was impossible, and in others, particularly for aircraft accidents, conflicts in the interpretation of the recorded information led to dual classification. It is suggested that the adoption of definitions and classifications for common-mode failures by organisations recording failure events would lead to a better understanding of the phenomena and their quantification. In the interpretation of the recorded information there is an apparent limited awareness of the significance of the problem in high reliability systems. The significance of the common-mode failure problem in nuclear reactor protection systems is indicated by the failure rates of approximately 0.02 per subsystem-year obtained for both the automatic protection system and the emergency core cooling system of US water reactors. These values, derived on tables 2 and 3, are greater than expected, and the significant features of the data are the predominance of the human factors problem in causes of common-mode failures, the predominance of CMFs in input subsystems, and that only one event has possibly been identified which has affected diverse redundant protection.

The most significant subsystems with regard to a complete APS quantified reliability analysis are the guard lines and output equipment. Adequate experience does not exist in the US reports examined so there is an urgent need for more data to ascertain a realistic frequency for CMF events in these subsystems. It is also expected that different designers, hardware, systems, operators, etc., could lead to large differences in subsystem vulnerability to CMF's and so for these reasons some further study should perhaps concentrate on these subsystems.

The data from the aircraft accident records has shown a total failure rate of $6.10^{-5}$ CMF/aircraft-year and the significant features of these data are the predominance of human factors problems in both design and operation, and unlike the nuclear data show a large proportion of CMF's due to external energetic events (OEE). This is because of design limitations particularly on the segregation of systems and the particular operational environment. The proportion of aircraft Accidents caused by CMF's was 4%, whereas the proportion caused by crew errors generally is approximately two thirds.

To relate the data from the nuclear industry to the aircraft accidents it is necessary to consider the number of sub-systems in each of the main systems considered, and to derive CMF rates per subsystem-year. These subsystems are then roughly comparable in complexity and size, and the CMF rates are:

- nuclear APS = $2.10^{-2}$ CMF/subsystem-year
- ECGS = $2.3.10^{-2}$
- aircraft FCS = $5.10^{-6}$

These values show an apparently large factor of approximately $4.10^{-3}$ between the data derived from the two different sources, but when relating these values,
the operating conditions in each case must also be compared. Typically reactor protection systems are proof tested at intervals of 1–3 months by instruments personnel, with probably very limited supervision. Repair activities occur at any time, also with limited supervision and it has been shown that these two activities cause the greater proportion of CMF's. An aircraft is tested before every flight which will have a mean flight time of a few hours, and most significantly these tests will be independent of any repair activities and routine servicing, and are also done by the crew, with one performing the tests and another crew member witnessing against a written airworthiness certificated procedure. This will much more dependably test the system. Also because potential CMF's that are detected in these tests do not appear in the accident records the real CMF rate of aircraft systems could be greater. Additionally but not included in the accident records are those CMF's which have produced a potentially hazardous condition in an aircraft system, but which has been overcome by the use of some other diverse or standby system or by the intervention of the crew. Such comparable events in reactor protection systems appear in the records.

For a hazard to exist in a nuclear reactor a plant failure must initiate a demand on the protection system, which must then fail to operate. The hazard probability is therefore the combinational probability of these two low probability events. For an aircraft, the moment it leaves the ground it is in a potentially dangerous state, and so there will be a significant probability that if a CMF occurs it will cause an accident. Therefore, for a particular hazard probability an aircraft sub-system must have greater immunity to causes of CMF, and it is suggested that the higher standard of testing helps to achieve this. From table 4 it can be seen that approximately 84% of CMF's could be eliminated from reactor systems by perfect testing, whilst it is estimated that only 13% of aircraft systems CMF's could be eliminated in this way.

It has not been possible in the timescale of the study up to the writing of this report to include any work on systems analysis and modelling with respect to CMF's. This is the next essential requirement for the quantification of the problem in systems reliability analysis. This will initially consist of a survey of the currently available literature on the subject, and the identification of requirements for further study.

Identified from this study as definite requirements for further consideration are the organisational and human factors problems in both design and operating activities. It is recommended that the defences against common-mode failures be studied and more closely related to the causes of the events. Continuing from this it is recommended that guideline documents are produced for both designers and operators, so that they are made aware of the problems, and the techniques that are available for their elimination or the minimisation of their effects. These two activities should not be considered independently, but should enable each organisation to appreciate the problems of the other.

There is an urgent need for more data on CMF's although a useful start has been made in the data collected during this study. Other possible sources of data which are being examined are the British, French and German nuclear power reactors and the British chemical industry, but other sources need to be identified and exploited to supplement these limited quantities. Reference 2 has applied CMF data in a study of US power reactor safety and an analysis of these could be of significant benefit to this study.
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Discussion
Mr Garribba asked why the proposed definition of common-mode failure was restricted to "two or more channels of a redundancy system", to which Mr Bourne replied that the study was mainly confined to automatic protective systems as required by CSNI which was also a requirement due to the restricted timescale of the work. Mr Garribba considered that the classification system could restrict the possible sources of data that could be exploited, but Mr Bourne argued that consideration of any system could result in a system similar to that presented, based as it was on the causes of failure and the design or operation stage of the system when it was introduced.

Mr Gachot referred to the classification system on figure 3 of the summary report and commented that it was most desirable that designers have a guide to the causes of CMF, but he did not understand the distinction between classes under the headings of "functional deficiencies" and "realisation faults". Mr Bourne explained that these are really differences of software and hardware, the former being the conceptual design involving the dynamic behaviour of the plant, while the latter is the translation of that into an engineered and detailed design.

Mr Vesely made comments on the CMF rates that had been derived from the U.S. NRC reports, with respect to the proportion of the recorded events being calibration errors of say 5% in the dangerous direction rather than complete sub-system failures. He suggested that the rate derived for APS could be reduced to one tenth, and for ECCS to one quarter, of the values quoted because of this. This could reduce the results if these data were applied to the Fessenheim assessment. It was subsequently indicated to Mr Vesely that the report stated that 20 of the 30 failures in the relevant classification OPM were of this type, but they had been recorded because they were in the dangerous direction and no criteria were available to decide if such errors would or would not inhibit the protective action.

Mr Volta asked whether the degree of redundancy had been considered in the U.S. data analysis. Mr Bourne confirmed that it had not, but Mr Vesely stated that it was considered in some U.S. analysis and that there was approximately a factor of three improvement for a 3 channel system compared to a 2 channel system. Mr Hensley referred to work by Taylor in a study of U.S. data that there was little difference in reliability achieved by different levels of redundancy with regard to CMF.
COMMITTEE ON THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

TASK FORCE ON PROBLEMS OF RARE EVENTS
IN THE RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

WORKING GROUP OF EXPERTS ON RARE EVENTS IN
HUMAN ERROR ANALYSIS AND QUANTIFICATION

Presented by L.P. Goodstein
Introduction

In dealing with the reference problem of rare events in nuclear power plants, the group has concerned itself with the man-machine system and, in particular, with human error analysis and quantification. A statement of work was prepared by the chairman (1) and accepted by the group at the first meeting in March. In addition, a supplementary list of questions aimed at giving some structure to the group's deliberations was generated (2). Briefly, the group was requested to review methods of human reliability prediction, to evaluate the extent to which such analyses can be formalized and to establish criteria to be met by task conditions and system design which would permit a systematic, formal analysis. It was of course clear that time and other resource constraints would restrict the group to a review and critique based on the background and experience of the members with no possibilities for conducting new studies. Therefore, it was particularly gratifying to be able to gather a working team together with a diversity of professional backgrounds and working experience. Instead of detailed exposures of a few areas, this resulted in a relatively broad coverage of the problems involved which nevertheless could be discussed within the following framework:

- Each member's position in general, based on own experience, responsibilities.

- Each member's position with regard to present methods (WASH 1400, etc.).

- Each member's conclusion and recommendations regarding the reference system at Fessenheim.

The discussions of the working group indicated a common attitude and methodological approach to the basic problems in human error analysis and quantification within the given context.

The references given in the text are listed page 105. All of these documents have been reproduced in SINDOC(77)60 (working document).
However, the group has not reached operational conclusions, but rather an agreement on the following formulations regarding key issues which should be studied in more detail with reference to a specific system in order to reach a final statement on the state of the art.
Definition of Human Error

The general definition of human error can be expressed as:

A human error occurs when human behaviour or its effect upon the system exceeds some limit of acceptability.

These limits can be stated explicitly a priori in system specifications and instructions; they can exist implicitly within standard design practices and become explicit only after the fact. In addition, acceptable limits can be subject to reinter-pretation, i.e. by operators.

The human behaviour may not be the cause of the effect in question or actively involved in the accidental chain of events, but may be related to factors or conditions which enable or influence the course of events.

In practise, human behaviour outside of "acceptable" limits often can be due to unrealistic task conditions set by the designer which are incompatible with normal physiological or psychological capabilities.

From this it follows that human error is not synonomous with human guilt or fault. This point must be stressed in order to create a positive attitude among operating staff and manage-ment which will facilitate the availability of information on human factor in plant disturbances. ¹

¹ see (7) pg. 3, (5) pg. 4
Classification of Human Errors

Human error analysis and quantification and the collection of empirical data imply a scheme for classification of human errors.

The definition of the categories of such a scheme depends upon the intended use of the analysis\(^1\). Examples are a reliability analysis (prediction) of a specific system, a design optimization or a post-accident analysis. Even when one specific application is considered, a simple hierarchical, exclusive classification system is unrealistic due to the flexibility of humans and the complexity of error situations. Instead, a multidimensional frame of reference in which to characterize and describe different aspects of human error situations should be created\(^2\).

The difficulty in creating a consistent description is clearly indicated by the following possible distinctions which are essential depending on the particular point of view but which also are very interrelated.

In a given man-machine relation human errors can be due to a functional misfit between normal human functions and system demands\(^3\). This misfit can be due to technical or human limitations or to adaptation and learning mechanisms and can lead to systematic errors ("design errors"). Human errors can also be due to normal random inter-person or intra-person variations in human characteristics such as variations in manual precision, timing, etc. (random errors), or finally, they can be due to a sporadic change or breakdown of human behaviour (stroke, mischief, inexplicable faux pas) which has unpredictable effects. The group finds these distinctions important due to the methodological implications. However, in reality, it can be extremely difficult to utilize them in a concrete situation. As an example, the identification

\(^1\) see (6)
\(^2\) see (7) pg. 3
\(^3\) see (8) for further details
of the potential for systematic errors in a particular system suffers from the lack of a frame of reference which would make it possible to relate a specific system demand or task situation to specific internal human mechanisms and their properties. Therefore, in data collection, classification of errors is made according to tasks. This means that, at the present state of the art, data on failure modes and frequencies can only be transferred between work situations and tasks which are very similar and it cannot be explicitly defined what "similar" means.

In order to classify according to the origin or cause of human error, it is necessary to study human error and variability in relation to human psychological and physiological mechanisms (mental representation and processes, memory structures, training etc.). It is found important to have work psychological expertise involved in post incident analyses and to make detailed information from error situations available to research.

Classification according to the effect on system performance: Different distinctions are drawn to evaluate the consequences of human error and to attach priorities. The effect can be related to a specified function which is not performed (errors of omission, timing errors, sequence errors) or to the performance of a not specified task (extraneous acts, errors of commission).

A coarse indication of the importance and priorities can be obtained making distinctions between fail-to-safe, fail-to-neutral and fail-to-danger characteristics of the effect of human error. The importance of the different distinctions depends upon the goal and method of the analysis.

1 see (4) pp. 3-5, (5) pg. 4
2 see (6) pg. 1, (7) pg. 4
3 see (5) pg. 1
Purpose and Method of Human Error Analysis

Different methods of human error analysis are used in different stages of system design and operation.

Qualitative post-accident analysis of the causal chain of events plays an important role in identifying human error mechanisms and relating them to system properties. Such methods depend to a large extent on expert judgement and, within several areas, especially aviation, have led to an evolution of system design towards high levels of safety based on the use of norms and regulations. However, there is a tendency toward more systematic formulations using fault tree analysis etc. and an increasing use of quantification.

Regulations and norms lag behind the present rapid technological development and methods for systematic reliability and safety analysis are becoming important and effective tools for system development. Quantitative methods are used to compare alternative designs and, being relative, can accept the use of imprecise data and expert judgement to a large extent.¹

On the other hand, there is an increasing demand for a systematic verification to third persons that design targets are met - also concerning high consequence, low probability events. In these cases, expert judgement verified by references to the professional quality of the persons or groups involved would not usually be acceptable.

This raises the following fundamental question:

Which conditions must be satisfied by a technical system and the functions of its operating staff to be accessible to systematic, quantitative risk analysis by accepted methods?

Methods for systematic analysis of reliability and safety of technical systems are generally based on a breakdown of a

¹ see also (6) pg. 3
complex system into parts or components, to a level at which component properties are recognized from widespread use, so that empirical fault data can be collected. At this level then, probabilistic models of system function can be formed and the resulting reliability and safety figures for the total system can be derived.

The characteristic features of the human element of a complex system - and the very reason for his presence - such as adaptability, flexibility, inventiveness etc. do not fit into this scheme unless the work condition constrains his freedom in critical tasks.

Tentative conditions to be satisfied by systems design to allow for systematic safety analyses - which are not necessarily at the same time optimizing safety - have been suggested

Necessary conditions for the use of probabilistic methods based on system decomposition (such as THERP, use of cause-consequence or fault tree analysis) to predict the probability that a specified task is performed satisfactorily are:

- there is no significant contribution from systematic errors due to redefinition of task, interference from other tasks or activities, etc. (such contributions must be identified and treated separately);

and

- the task can be broken down to a sequence of independent subtasks at a level where failure data can be obtained from similar work situations;

and

- the subtasks are cued individually by the system or by other external means, so that modification of procedure does not take place;

\(^1\) see (8)
- if task cannot be broken down to independent subtasks, but is performed as one integrated whole or it is based on higher cognitive functions, then the effect of the task must be reversible and surveyed by a predictable monitoring, testing or inspection function. This can be performed by an operator task satisfying the above constraints.

In general, the probability of specific, extraneous human acts cannot be quantified. Such acts, however, can be important contributors to rare chains of events leading to accidents.

The probability of specific, abnormal events cannot be quantified unless

- it can be demonstrated that sporadic human acts are not significant contributors to the probability; if necessary by introduction of interlocks or barriers which prevent human interaction;

or

- the effects of human acts are reversible and detectable by a monitoring or safety function which can be performed by operators or automatically.

If the reliability of such barriers and safety functions can be quantified then an upper limit on the probability of the event in question can be derived.

This approach will not necessarily degrade the responsibility and opportunity for qualified decision making of the operator. It opens the possibility for a strict formalization of some critical tasks of testing, inspection and verification, while other types of tasks are left unconstrained if their
consequences for the system are reversible. In this way, high safety requirements do not necessarily imply strictly proceduralized and possibly dull work conditions. This is considered to be an important possibility which should be considered carefully.

An explicit identification of tasks which are susceptible to systematic analysis can also lead to a selective scheme for the collection of "hard failure data" which is badly needed.
Conclusions

The group wishes to emphasize the important contribution of qualitative and semi-quantitative analyses of human error situations to the evaluation of safe design of complex systems and to stress the importance of promoting a change in attitude to human error and encouraging a multidisciplinary approach to post incident analysis to assure a balanced treatment of the technical, psychological and other relevant factors.

The group also recognizes the need for an identification of the limitations of the present methods of task breakdown, human error quantification and the derivation of design criteria for work situations which are or can be made accessible to systematic verification of risk design targets. The group has tentatively formulated such a set of criteria but wishes to point out that there remain several serious methodological problems in connection with the analysis of specific work situations.

In addition, the group's brief review\(^1\) of the testing and calibration of the Fessenheim protective system has corroborated the opinion of CEA-EDF that an optimization of the current procedures is desirable. Such a project would serve as an excellent test case for exploring and evaluating the criteria and methods discussed here.

\(^1\) see (9), for example
Recommendations

As stated above, the group finds the task of testing the Fessenheim safety system suitable for further study but is aware of the considerable amount of work to be done. However, meaningful progress can only be expected within the current framework if the participating organizations can accept the task of undertaking sub-problems within their special fields of interest as part of a coordinated effort over a period of 1-3 years.

Such Fessenheim-related projects include:

1. An optimization and simplification of the test and calibration of the protective system (as regards both content and frequency) by means of a technical reliability analysis performed by the instrumentation engineers.

2. A redesign of the test situation based on a human factors evaluation. This evaluation should include a quantitative human reliability prediction based on decomposition techniques. Therefore the design will have to be based on suitable design criteria. (See pg. 7; also (5) below).

3. A specification of the assumptions behind the reliability analysis and an evaluation of the sensitivity to changes in these (e.g., management policies, organizational factors, etc.).

4. Design and implementation of a selective data collection system compatible with (2) for verification of the design.

These studies will involve contacts and interviews in the Fessenheim plant. In order to minimize the resistance to such studies which is commonly encountered, it will be necessary to establish a positive relationship with operational and maintenance staff as well as management.
Other more general studies which are necessary to support
the specific tasks named above include:

(5) The generation of criteria for the design of work situations
which will make them amenable to quantitative prediction by
decompositional analysis methods (such as THERP and other
similar methods based on fault tree and event analysis).

(6) An investigation of the following methodological problems:

- the completeness of methods for identification of risk
  potential which can be released by extraneous human
  acts\(^1\).
- the effectiveness of methods for screening the design
  of a work situation for the potential for systematic
  human errors.
- the empirical verification of reliability predictions.

(7) A study of the relation between external task conditions and
internal human functions and failure mechanisms.

(8) Design of selective data collection systems compatible
with the established criteria together with a formulation
of the conditions for the exchange of data.

\(^1\) see (5) pg. 2
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   Minutes of Meeting No. 3 in CSNI Group on "Human Error Analysis and Quantification", June 2-3, 1977

(4) Note for the Meeting of the CSNI Working Group on Human Error Analysis and Quantification in June 1977 at Risø - W. Preuss, dated May 30, 1977


(6) Working paper by Dr. J. Wirstad, dated April 1977

(7) Working paper by Prof. J. Leplat, dated April 1977
   (in English and French)

(8) Working paper by Jens Rasmussen on "Human Error Analysis and Quantification"

(9) Working paper for CSNI Task Force on Rare Events - Subgroup on Human Error Analysis and Quantification - Laboratoire de Physiologie du Travail et d'Ergonomie (in English and French)

    Note: This was received after Meeting No. 3 and has not been discussed by the group.
Discussion

The report had been presented by Mr Goodstein in the absence of Mr J. Rasmussen. Mr Vesely commented that he had discussed the report with Mr A. Swain and considered that it was very generalised. He disagreed with a statement such as "human error cannot be quantified," and considered that the report avoids the issue. He suggested that the difficulty of quantification should be recognised, but it is still possible. Mr Hensley stated that the sub-group consisted of people from varied experiences who had individually considered the problem and the report was a consensus of their opinions. He did not think there was significant fundamental differences of opinion between Mr Vesely and the sub-group and he anticipated that further progress could be made in the detailed discussions on the second day.

Mr Garribba suggested that relationships between human factors and other disciplines should be investigated, for example, cybernetics, ergonomics, where data are available.

Mr Hensley stated that the sub-group would consider how the operators could cause the complete system to fail, and generally there would be more than one line of protection against failures. During the short timescale of the study it was inevitable that the report would be pessimistic, and he referred to the particular difficulties of the decomposition task of the Fessenheim system because of the long and complex test procedures.

Mr Hunns asked if the problem of recognition of combinations of failures had been considered, and Mr Goodstein replied that this was referred to in the report, but the techniques for quantifying other than simple sequential operations are not available.

Mr Green asked if the sub-group consider that moving towards more automation of procedures is the solution to human error problems. Mr Hensley considered that the problem would never be eliminated, but removed to a different level. There would still be a requirement for
testing and maintenance, and some form of monitoring system requiring testing.
Mr Vesely informed the meeting that data are being planned to be collected on complex situations involving sequential operations from U.S.A. sources; and could be available within a year. He considered that absolute accuracy is not essential and factors of 2 error for example can be of no great significance.
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1. A DEFINITION PROBLEM

Let us first ask a few questions - naive or insidious ones: what is a rare event? This expression has become of common use to designate incidents to nuclear reactors. Why ask a statistician for the methods applicable to the study of rare events rather than ask him what are the methods applicable to the study of incidents to nuclear reactors? One shall first state a few hypotheses with respect to this second question. This could simply be an euphemism, used so as to avoid mentioning mishaps the consequences of which are taken, a priori, as being unacceptable. But this is the case of engineers' discourse and this interpretation must be rejected: they were accused enough of being immune to the human consequences of their technical realizations so as not to suspect them with this hypocrisy. One must rather look for the causes of this vocabulary in two directions: a historical reason and a methodological back thought. The historical reason is as follows: one thought in the past being able to deal with the problem of major mishaps to nuclear reactors by attempting making them impossible to occur. This is the so-called "barriers" theory, which will be summarized by the following over-simplification: rupture of the first barrier (the fuel can) is little frequent - simultaneous rupture of the second barrier (the reactor's vessel) is highly improbable - and the compounded rupture of the third barrier is a practically impossible occurring. This theory realized a more-or-less acceptable first modelization inasmuch one could accept both the strength of the barriers and the independence of their respective rupturings. These hypotheses not being rigorously ascertained, one must accept the possibility of an accident (entailing radioactive release) and study it as an event the probability of which must be rendered small enough for the nuclear reactors' technology to become acceptable. This historic train of thoughts makes it rather normal for the attention to be focused on any type of rare events and not specifically on reactor mishaps. Now here is the methodological back

* The complete report is given in SINDOC(77)133.
thought: if one refers to methods applicable to rare events, one may well imagine that these methods have been proven, or could be proven, in a wide scope of situations, and if these methods are satisfactory for miscellaneous problems (related to rare events), one will naturally trust them more to solve a specific problem (nuclear reactor mishaps). It is legitimate to be cautious about ready-made methods, especially when one can fear (or hope) that no actual check will be practically possible.

It is thus for perfectly legitimate reasons that we are asked the question on methods applicable to rare events. But let us return to the first question: what is a rare event?

We must acknowledge that defining a rare element by "an event the probability of which is very small" is highly unsatisfactory - mainly for two reasons: the first one is that this definition cannot be issued before having agreed upon a specific probabilistic model, and the statistician is indeed asked to suggest probabilistic methods, thus models, for the study of "rare events". The second reason is that once a probabilistic model is selected, the events which occur are usually of a very small probability: for a probability law with continuous density along the actual line, the probability for any special result from an observation is nil! Thus, small-probability events are not being in cause when one speaks of rare events.

The discussions which occurred within the group of experts on statistical methods and on the theory of decision as applied to rare events led to a certain agreement to consider that when one talks of rare events, he in fact refers to events the consequences of which are serious. This might seem paradoxical since the decision theory shows that an action must be appreciated by means of a kind of convolution between the events' probabilities and the impacts of the consequences (mathematical expectation utility in the classical form). Theory thus leads to distinguish, with some strictness, between the set of events (exterior to the decision maker) and the set of consequences of his actions. If one accepts that "rare event" means "event with serious consequences", he recognizes that the word "rare" which apparently is a characteristic of the events in fact designates events liable to lead to specific consequences. If one was to remain there, the expression "rare event" should be considered as being a figure of speech meaning "event able to lead to serious consequences and to which the decisions taken must allow allotting a very small probability". In fact, if one wants to fully apply the decision theory to the options
taken in the field of nuclear safety, one should be more radical and consider that the expression "rare event" actually simply means "serious consequence". Indeed, a reactor mishap must not be considered as an event (as meant in the decision theory) but as a consequence (resulting from the compounding of exterior events and of the decisions taken when designing and operating the reactor). This is the point of view which will have to be used if one wants to use, one day, the decision theory to back-up the basic options pursuant to the development of nuclear reactors. Until one is able to do this, it seems advisable not to speak of "rare events" when designating nuclear reactor mishaps: this must certainly be the expression best suited to steer thoughts along wrong paths.

On the other hand, if one considers as basic data all decisions taken with respect to the design, realization and operation of a reactor, then an accident is indeed an event (as meant in the decision theory). It remains that one is interested in "rare events" only when they may entail serious consequences. This is then a concept fairly close to the "risk" one, as defined, for instance, by Rowe in a late publication formalizing in a novel manner rather familiar ideas in the field of insurance.

"A risk is the functional combination of the occurrence probability of a consequence and its value for the person taking the risk" (Rowe, An Anatomy of Risk).

2. ESTIMATING THE RISKS
The conditions under which a risk is estimated and the quality of this estimation and its accuracy depend on the value of the probability linked with the risk in question. One must note that the word "probability" only has a meaning with respect to a reference set: in nuclear safety problems, one usually speaks in terms of probability per reactor per year. A probability risk of $10^{-1}$ is usually well known; a probability risk of $10^{-2}$ is usually known and described with acceptable accuracy; things get more vague for risks of $10^{-3}$: this is a highly improbable event, the accuracy with which its probability, as well as its consequences, are estimated becomes poor. One usually tries to palliate this by reasoning about the accidents which may occur not to a single reactor but to a set of 100 reactors, even 1000 reactors or more: if one reasons on a world-wide scale. One thinks then reasoning about an event liable to be observed at least once. This might not be so ... one may well imagine that when an accident occurs in one of these numerous reactors, it will be noticed afterwards that this same accident could not have occurred in another
reactor and that it was caused by highly specific local conditions. It is thus absolutely wrong to recognize this as an occurrence of this event with a probability of $10^{-3}$ about which one had reasoned in the first place for the computations. This will most probably be another event no one had thought of ... see the Brown Ferry accident among others.

What has just been stated is plausible for an accident with a probability of $10^{-3}$. It must be all the more applicable to events with an even smaller probability such as $10^{-4}$, $10^{-5}$, etc. We must stress the fact that as one moves along the ladder of small probabilities, both the probabilities and the consequences are being estimated with less and less accuracy.

In the case of older technologies (such as large dams), it had been wisely accepted to avert only such risks the probability of which kept an acceptable meaning. This is why the flood for which the spillway gates were sized often was the once-in-a-millenium flood (although the estimation of this flood led to many sleepless nights among hydrologists). Naturally, a certain amount of sometimes high "safety coefficients" increased the safety — a dam does not necessarily rupture when subjected to a flood exceeding the capacity of the spillway gates. However, dams do rupture from time to time. This is rather often not caused by stresses larger than the ones upon which the safety computations were based, but by the occurrence of an event no one had taken into consideration. (In Fréjus the rocks onto which the dam rests give way, in Vaiont a landslide ends in the lake and empties it, etc.). Such events, with serious consequences (hundreds of casualties, destroyed villages, etc.) do not lead to scrapping the technology of large dams and reconsidering the very existence of hydraulically-generated electricity.

It is easy to stress the contrast with the situation prevailing for nuclear electricity: on the one hand one often performs safety computations accounting for mishaps with a probability of $10^{-5}$, $10^{-6}$ or even $10^{-8}$ and, on the other hand, one often hears that a single accident could lead to reconsidering the very existence of nuclear electricity technology. This indeed indicates that the most important aspect is evaluating the risk (perception and meaning, reaction of public opinion, etc.) probably than estimating it.

3. RISKS AND NUISANCES

One may notice that the field of nuclear safety (accidents) does not basically relate to phenomena different from the ones relative to
standard protection against radiations: there is a continuity of events, which can be put forward if one admits the possibility of representing these events in a frequency vs. gravity graph.

![Graph](image)

Graph No. 1

One imagines characterizing by its gravity and frequency any event caused by a nuclear installation and liable to have consequences detrimental to the health or life of certain persons (one could just as well also account for material losses of all kinds). Serious and frequent events do not exist; if they would, nuclear plants would never come into being.

Events simultaneously little serious and little frequent are deemed as being without importance. What remains is a continuous series of events ranging from the daily release of small amounts of radioactive matter to the most serious accidents which are necessarily rare. Within these limits are found incidents with varying frequencies and moderate consequences. (Note the analogy of this representation with Farmer's curve).

It is usual to heavily look into both ends of this range to stress the specific problems entailed by estimation of the risks. As regards effluents (in small amounts), the health-related effects of radiation are hypothetical for a large part, they might even be nil as long as one remains below the levels recommended by the I.C.P.R., and this heavy uncertainty about the biological effects makes it very difficult to apply optimization techniques to the decisions related to protection and release: this must however be subjected to much efforts so as not to have the recent recommendations of the I.C.P.R. go ineffectual.

As regards accidents, the usual train of thinking consists in specifying a given type of accident and in looking how to compute its probability.

Having defined such an accident at an intermediate level (for instance: melting of a reactor core), one first attempts defining all sequences of
events which might lead to it (moving upstream toward the causes), then one applies this thinking in the reverse direction from an initiating event so as to evaluate the probabilities. One must note that an important phase of the work must cover everything happening downstream of the event being considered (core melting) to be able estimating the level of the possible health-related consequences and their probability.

Graph n°2

Another approach consists, starting with common operational incidents (median area of graph n°1), in asking oneself under which circumstances some of these incidents could have degenerated and led to more serious accidents: this is how one can put to best use the safety data basis - at least as much as using these data basis to directly estimate the frequency of the failures of the type in question. As has been stressed in the preceding paragraph, it is indeed important to imagine as thoroughly as possible all possible accident sequences.

4. AVAILABLE STATISTICAL THEORIES AND TECHNIQUES
It is well known that the history of statistics abounds with controversies between different schools of thought (classical and bayesian, probabilistic statistics and data analysis, etc.). Without going into these quarrels, one can consider that larger or smaller abundance of available observations largely controls the selection of the theory best suited to a specific problem. The correspondence could be established as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observations available</th>
<th>Convenient Theory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inexistent</td>
<td>Decision in uncertainty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rare</td>
<td>Bayesian methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In average amount</td>
<td>Inductive statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very numerous</td>
<td>Data analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This should not be taken as a final recommendation since the nature and quality of the physical knowledge pursuant to the phenomenon being studied must also play a part in the selection of the theory. However, it
is out of the question to perform analysis of data based on inexistant or rare observations. One can also state that a priori knowledge (prior to the observation of the phenomenon being studied) - does not play any part in the decision in uncertainty - intervene in the bayesian methods together with the data supplied by the observation - have a practically negligible influence on classical inductive statistics as proven by various authors (Halphen, Savage, de Finetti) - and are deliberately put aside in data analysis, as has been often stressed by J.P. Benzecri. One indeed sees that the range of attitudes the use of these theories implies comes together with more and more numerous observations, supplying an increasing amount of data, until becoming exclusive in the case of data analysis.

One could expect that the techniques best suited to the study of nuclear reactor accidents (rare events) be connected to the theory of decision in uncertainty or the bayesian methods (rare observations).

In fact this is not so and the main part of the statistical work in this field (extreme values, use of random processes, reliability models) are explicitly connected to classical statistics. Among the reasons able to explain this situation (and even justify it), the two following ones seem predominant to us:

1-Most of present statisticians have been schooled in classical statistics and the bayesian methods are still little widespread and developed in many universities and even less so in the technical fields.

2-When it is possible to study rare events such as conjunction (failure trees) or extrapolation (extreme values) of more frequent events, one reaches situation where rather numerous observations can be available and where one can thus apply the methods of classical inductive statistics. One certainly realized a profitable operation if the assumptions required to revert to such a situation are valid enough.

One may however be led to put aside phenomenons which lend themselves little or not at all to this type of breakdown or extrapolation. It seems to us this would suffice in justifying spending more and more effort to study the conditions for using bayesian methods in the field of nuclear reactor safety.
Discussion
Following Mr Morlat's introductory presentation and the outline of the complete report (see SINDOC(77)133) which has been read by Mr Tenaglia, Mr Garribba questioned the definition of damage as given in Chapter 2 of the report. He felt that a single factor does not suffice, for the real world problem is much more complicated and it is also very hard to include consequences. Mr Morlat replied that in decision theory one has to have a value for damage and in agreeing, Mr Tenaglia said that the following costs and the lives of people should be included as well. This could increase the damage factor by 5 or 10. Mr Schueßler then queried that in optimisation it is a very common procedure to express the damage as a percentage of structural; i.e., initial costs. Mr Vesley asked if the benefits were considered: this was answered positively by Mr Tenaglia.

In following up his questions, Mr Vesely wanted to know if definite criteria were addressed for design decisions and what they were. Mr Tenaglia replied that the group did not go that far into detail as insufficient time was available. But basically, these criteria are needed.

Mr Bourne expressed his opinion on that point in saying that a whole spectrum of criteria would be needed. Following these remarks, Mr Garribba queried that he saw some differences in the definition of the CMF between this group and the one which is chaired by Mr Bourne. The Chairman, Mr Green felt that the two groups should communicate on this issue.

In concluding this issue Mr Bourne said that he sees only very little difference in the definition of CMF of the two groups.

Mr Hensley drew the attention of the meeting to the fact that political decisions can affect the policy with particular reference to the energy resources of a nation. Mr Green thought that, although this might be an extremely interesting topic, this would put us outside the problems that the Task Force has been asked to study. He thanked Messrs Morlat and Tenaglia for their fine presentations.
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What are communication techniques?

Communication is exchange of information, is to make information common. "Only news that is understood is information" /1/, or in other words: "Communication is possible only through a degree of novelty in a context that is familiar" /2/. Information is always structure with meaning. Therefore communication theory deals with two problem areas, namely the transmission of structures and the understanding of meanings.

Communication techniques are concerned with problems of the realization and questions of practicability and efficiency of the communication.

Technology and natural science consider especially the transmission of symbols or structures as the central problem of communication theory. Therefore communication techniques are only considered in context with the realization of the coding, the communication canal, the decoding etc. and its practicability and efficiency.

---

Fig. 1 Simplification of the general communication scheme by Shannon and Weaver

/1/ E.v. Weizsäcker ed., Offene Systeme I, Ernst Klett Verlag, Stuttgart, 1974;

/2/ J.R. Pierce (1972), quoted in /1/;

* The complete report is given in SINDOC(77)135
However, there is a strong tendency towards the opinion that intelligibility is the central problem since perfectly transmitted structures may be differently or even not at all understood by the receiver. This is the case if the transmitted news is not in the intersection of the repertoires (see fig. 1) which comprises the vocabulary, knowledge and experience sender and receiver have in common. Communication techniques in this aspect of communication theory are to process the news, so that it may be effectively transmitted and understood on the basis of the intersection of the repertoires.

Suppose A wants to communicate concept X to B. Depending on the degree to which X is unknown to B, A has to

i) make the background or the formulation of the problem or the idea of X comprehensible;
ii) introduce the basic variables and terms of X;
iii) introduce the basic relations between the variables and
iv) point out eventual discrepancies between X and the actual formulation of the problem.

For this purpose A will consider which parts of Rep$_A$ (see fig. 1) may also be in Rep$_B$ and will try to communicate the concept X on the basis of $R=\text{Rep}_A \cap \text{Rep}_B$ (intersection of the repertoires). Depending on how many and which parts of the news to be transmitted are present in $R$, more or less extensive techniques will be needed to communicate efficiently concept X to B. These communication techniques and their application in context with rare events in the reliability analysis of nuclear power plants are subject-matter of the work of our group. They comprise single steps like:

i) reduction of the concept (scope);
ii) simplification of the concept (complexity);
iii) decomposition of the concept (subconcepts);
iv) limitation to a special characterizing situation (model case);
v) connection to parts of $R$ (analogies);
vi) examples (which may either explain the concept or subconcept, fully or in part, directly or indirectly by showing what is
not meant or by pointing out the situation if there were no such concept etc.);

vii) various forms of visual and acustical illustration;

viii) experiments and games (series of familiar steps with novel functional relationships and outcomes);

etc.

The single steps are elementary and in use almost since Adam and Eve. It would hardly be possible for us and definitely was not our task to add new ones. We have rather attempted to compose from single steps like the above, and to apply, communication techniques suitable for problems of rare events in the reliability analysis of nuclear power plants. For this purpose we had to make some distinction. The choice of the communication technique is influenced by

i) the news to be transmitted,

ii) the initial intersection of the repertoires and thus by the communication participants,

iii) the available communication media and finally

iv) the intended effect.

By far the largest portion of literature on communication (mainly in politics, sociology, psychology and economics) deals with communication, the intention of which is to exert influence. Our intention is not to exert influence but to achieve the highest possible degree of understanding. With respect to the communication participants we distinguish two areas of communication, referred to as C1 and C2 where C1 comprises the communication between reliability engineers and statisticians and C2 comprises the communication between reliability specialists and -nonspecialists.
Sample communications and their techniques

To demonstrate communication techniques and their application, two examples from communication area C2 have been chosen. The first deals with the term risk and the second with the meaning of small probabilities. At the end of each of these sample communications, the communication technique used is described.

Communication efforts in communication area C1

It was considered necessary to prepare a paper on extreme value theory, using a suitable communication technique to make the basic concept, the potentials, the proper application and practical limitations transparent for non-statisticians. Unfortunately, the aim has not quite been reached in the time available. Further work will have to be done as far as the communication technique is concerned. The paper, as it stands now, has therefore been included in the work of the group dealing with statistics and decision theories.

Furthermore, a need has been seen for a short illustrative paper on the theory of fuzzy sets and logic and its application in the reliability context. The paper is included in the interim report. It presents a brief introduction of the concept of fuzzy set and logic with application to the modelling of structure functions. An example of the fuzzy set concept applicable to reactor shut-down
system design is outlined.
Quite clearly a suitable technique is required to successfully communicate the meaning of the rare event, the Task Force is engaged in. A corresponding paper has been prepared and included in the interim report. It gives an example of a true multiple-event situation which caused many fatalities and injuries. The question is posed, "On what basis is the accident mechanism categorized as a rare event?". A study of the qualitative features of the rare event idea in the hazard context is pursued. This is followed by a definition of the rare event. In conclusion, reference is made to the problem of finding an objective basis for resolving what to do about a rare event once it has been identified and quantified.
Discussion

Mr Volta asked for clarification of the terms "structure" and "repertoire" used in the report. Mr Hofer stated that they referred to the structure of the information that was being transmitted, and the repertoires of the transmitter and receiver of the information included their state of training, knowledge, experience, etc. These overlap, and this overlap must include the communicated information.

Mr Green asked how it was known if the information had been communicated correctly, by means of the diagrams in the report showing quantities of dots to represent the meaning of probability values. It was noted that no comments were made on these diagrams and no clarification requested.

Mr Bourne considered that in making a 1 in $10^4$ selection the interpretation of this value might be different and dependent on the consequences. If the alternatives are desirable and undesirable extremes (e.g. wealth or death), then this could be so.

There was no available time for discussion of Mr Hunns' presentation, and this was considered by the discussion groups on the second day, (SINDOC(77)136).
Mr Hensley suggested investigating consequences which are more familiar to the general public and which are desirable rather than the opposite; for example, a large win on football pools. He also considered that there should be a search for words and phrases which can be understood by the general public, which are a large group of non-specialists receiving the category C2 of communicated information. Mr Volta commented that the term "probability" would not be in the vocabulary of many receivers, and Mr Hensley thought that terms "likelihood" and "chance" would be more universally understood. Mr Morlat referred to the general public understanding of the effects of a nuclear accident. Mr Hofer commented that communication of fuzzy logic or extreme value theory is not required for non-specialists.

Mr Tenaglia compared the problems of the continuous risk involved with fossil fuelled power stations with the rare risk of a nuclear station accident. People making political decisions must appreciate the values of these risks which makes some reference point necessary.

Mr Green referred to the problem of evaluating the $\beta$ factor required for the Fessenheim assessment. Mr Vesely considered that insufficient information was available, including that from the CMF sub-group, and this aspect should receive more study by the Fessenheim sub-group. Mrs Carnino stated that their assessment indicated the significance of CMF and further work was required to identify the human factors problems that were involved. Mr Bourne considered that the solutions of reliability problems are basically the manipulation of the problem so that it involves the consideration of events which are familiar and relatively frequent. Mr Green posed the question of whether this was possible or not in this case.

The proceedings for the first day were concluded by arranging the chairmen and membership of the three discussion groups for the second day.
Guidelines (SINDOC(77)123)

The group then separated into three sub-groups, each consisting of about seven "inter-disciplinary" members. The names of the members are listed at the end of the report. The "guidelines" according to which the discussions were held are listed below:

1. What are the general methods which have emerged for investigating rare events in connection with protective systems for shutting down nuclear reactors?

2. How do you see the basic role which is developing for each of the following:
   2.1 Common-mode failures
   2.2 Human factors
   2.3 Statistics and decision making
   2.4 Communication techniques
   2.5 Data

3. What work requires to be undertaken and how should it be organised for the following:
   3.1 Common-mode failures
   3.2 Human factors
   3.3 Statistics and decision making
   3.4 Communication techniques
   3.5 Data

4. What additional points, if any, will require to be investigated and developed for electrical, mechanical, and structural systems for nuclear reactors?

5. Has the point now been reached where a specialist meeting should be considered and what form should it take?
In the following, the results of the discussions in terms of summary reports are given:

GROUP I

The group decided to address itself first to item (1) of the "guidelines" which poses the question of "What are the general methods which have emerged for investigating rare events in connection with protective systems for the shut-down of nuclear reactors?"

It was felt that — as far as one could see it — the main problem lies in the development of capable decomposition techniques. As we have got high redundant system, the question might be posed if the fault tree analysis is the most suitable approach of all? One might consider starting a systematic search for other methods. Moreover, doubts were expressed that decomposition applies in all cases. The group then came to the conclusion that there is a similarity of problems which arise in structural engineering, that is one has to extrapolate beyond the range in which data are available. In one case one has to start from more frequent events to reach events with extremely low probability. For the latter events, there are hardly any observations available. In the other case, one starts with small crack sizes or with yield stresses, respectively. This lead the discussion into the closely related problem area of quality assurance.

The question of the role of the uncertainty factor in systems analysis was then brought up. It was suggested that one should deal with the uncertainties of the estimates, i.e., mean values. From experience, one can expect to verify some of the data and the associated logical structures used in decomposition techniques. But common modes might be involved and cannot be observed in such a way. In this case, the propagation of the uncertainty related to these common mode could give an interesting quantification of the problem. The Monte Carlo simulation method, for example, proves to be a useful tool in carrying out the analysis.

In summarizing the group could not foresee in the near future any other method beside the decomposition method. It has been agreed that one should work towards an improvement of this method in terms of investigating conditional probabilities rather than assuming independence between events. Reference has been made to CSNI Report No. 10. Improvements of the method should certainly be based upon experience.

The group then decided to discuss simultaneously items (2) and (3) of the agenda as no fundamental difference between those points could be seen.
The discussion started out with a definition of a rare event which can be described as an event with extremely low probability of occurrence. The group had realised that the definition they had used last year in the Task Force was different.

The discussion then dealt with the data collection. The group felt that when collecting data, in the case of rare events, it might prove to be useful to also look at the consequences which are associated with incidents and/or accidents.

The discussion then moved on as to how these incidents and/or accidents have to be recorded. It has been referred to the barrier method, to show how in regulations those events can be defined which must be reported. It has been realised that CMF had been classified in terms of mechanisms of failure by the CMF group and in terms of probability models by the Statistics group. A third classification might be envisaged, namely by the consequences or effects. Would it not be interesting to compare all these classifications?

Modeling of systems is required with respect to the correlation between the random variables, as CMF are not really independent.

With reference to human factors one should include the psychological aspect of how people do behave in special cases like stress due to accidents. A quantification of this will be difficult. Quantitative analysis of this fact will always be based on expert judgement — at least to some degree. Design and maintenance human errors should be analysed differently.

In present times the public becomes more and more conscious of risk. Therefore, the improvement of communication about low probabilities with this group should be given increased attention, particularly because people became very ambiguous about statistics. This is due to the fact that results have been interpreted wrongly by people. Comparisons with other types of risks may be useful. Communication should be sought on different levels. The emotional factor should also be kept in mind as very often the public only pays attention to the consequences and not to the low probability of occurrence.

With reference to item (4), there was a discussion on the fact that initiating events should be discussed in greater depth. A study should be made, investigating the spectra of the representative sets of initiating events. Furthermore the entire chain, such as "Initiating events Protective System - Structures - Release of radioactive materials - Consequences" should be investigated globally with possible reference to cost of action in relation to risk allocation. The theory of decision can be applied for that purpose. Although it has been recognised by the group that this is a great task, it has been felt that one should start somewhere despite the fact that one has to make many assumptions in the beginning. It has also been discussed that
systems and structural reliability analysis should be used in connection with the risk allocation in licencing procedures for the future. Reference has been made to the aircraft industry where design regulations have been set up to meet a certain risk level (4 categories of situations with 3 of them leading to consequences more and more severe - probability numbers to be met being between $10^{-7}$ and $10^{-9}$/hr of flight).

As far as item (5) is concerned, the group agreed that a specialist meeting should not be held before the end of next year, i.e., after the third year of the Task Force. The papers presented at the ANS - Meeting on "Probabilistic Reactor Safety Analysis" to be held in May, 1978 in Los Angeles should be watched, for there will be a session on very low probabilities (SINDOC(77)124).

To the report of Group 1, its chairman Mr Morlat added the following personal comments:

It seems to me more and more apparent that the natural development of the work of this Task Force on rare events, should be the investigation of some kind of cost-benefit analysis (understood in a broad sense) concerning the decisions of reactor safety. The possibility of such a research could be tested on a practical example, for example, adding or modifying some safety feature on a reactor. It would consist of comparing the cost of such a modification, with the improvement of safety which can be obtained, whatever the complexity may be. Only this kind of approach should justify the intervention of decision theory in our work, and probably clarify questions of definition. Only this kind of approach, would make it possible to integrate the results of the different specialized working groups, and finally make their work useful to the decision-maker.

**GROUP 2**

1. General

The method of working was to follow the "guidelines" where possible, but in many cases common topics were discussed exhaustively before proceeding to the next topic.

2. General methods that have emerged

Strong use is being made of probabilistic methodology following the use of fault trees to first identify the faults. Although qualitative statements may be helpful, they need to be backed up by quantification. However, there is a need for decision makers (e.g., regulatory bodies, politicians) to have some understanding of the terms. For redundant systems independent hardware failures do not make a dominant contribution rather, the limiting areas are
those where system performance is affected by common mode faults which include internal and external hazards. This appears to be the case for the Fessenheim reactor. One important area is that of human error which makes its first impact in the design of a system and goes through to manufacture, installation, commissioning and operation. Many of these errors should be found by test and calibration but at the same time, many errors could be introduced here.

For example, in the Fessenheim reactor, testing could take several hours. It was very complex and required people at different points with imperfect communication. Furthermore, it was found that though the system was designed so that each significant fault should be detected by at least two protective channels, in some cases only one would be effective.

For the future, it was suggested that a continuous variable approach should be considered in which the complete distribution of failures, particularly in mechanical systems should be taken into account. The complexity of cost of such a degree of sophistication was discussed and whilst it was felt that the cost could be high, the method would be more embracing with regard to potential faults.

IT IS RECOMMENDED that means of identifying and classifying common faults (as put forward by the CMF group) should be passed on to designers and other interested parties.

Considering CMFs at present it is considered that the probability of system failure for Fessenheim lies in the range of about 10^{-5} to 10^{-7}. Some value could be gained if two independent design groups were involved. Also, there is a need for validation in the future of prediction made for reactor systems.

3. Common mode faults
WASH 1400 has provided a lot of new work on CMF. Other work has been reported recently (at Gatlinburg) by such people as Fussell, Vesely, General Atomic staff, etc. Automatic programmes are being developed for common susceptibility factors.

4. Human Factors
The view was taken, almost unanimously, that the report put forward by the Human Factors group was somewhat unrealistic in asserting that quantification of human factors could not be carried out. During discussion the relevant
phrase was examined which stated that ... "in general, the probability of specific, extraneous acts cannot be quantified". By way of explanation, it was pointed out by members of the Human Factors group that this phrase was not meant to be considered in isolation but was intended to be read in the context of the adjoining text.

5. Composition of groups

It was felt that the number of groups presently formed should be reduced. Various views were expressed for 2, 3 or 4 groups, and much discussion involved the question of whether these should be advisory or working groups. In the main, it was felt that there should be a human factors group which should act in an advisory role from the point of view of assisting in the reduction of human errors and of formulating methods for the collection of appropriate data; both of single and combined tasks. Collaboration with the Fessenheim team and others actively involved in this work, such as the U.S. NRC could assist in achieving a consistent approach.

Several members felt that a "risk evaluation group" should be formed to include the "statistics and decision making", "communication techniques", "data" and possibly the CMF groups. Others felt that the "common mode" group should remain independent but with the others amalgamated. Some members felt that a structures group might be formed but overall, the group felt it had little to contribute with regard to a structures group and its work.

6. Future work and specialist meeting

The group's view was that considerable benefits would accrue from keeping the groups in existence for the next year or two. During that time, there should be enhanced communication between the groups with a common meeting being held to allow an exchange of views to assist in the interaction of this work.

It was also felt that the need for a specialist meeting could be deferred until the latter end of this period.
GROUP 3

Meaning of the term 'rare event'
It was argued that we were still without an agreed definition for 'rare event' following the presentations of Day 1. Further discussions within the group failed to produce a common total agreement. However, all did agree:

(a) the basis for the definition should not be quantitative.
(b) the "beyond experience" or "beyond consideration" ideas are an important part of the concept.
(c) the rare event of concern is the event mechanism.

There was a strong body of opinion which agreed that the concept of rare event should be independent of severity of consequence.

General methods
Analytical methods at a general level were not seen yet to have emerged. On the other hand, difficulties were very evident in the areas of event synthesis and quantification.

As a reaction against the difficulties experienced on the quantification side a trend has emerged towards extracting the maximum qualitative information from past experience. In doing this it has been notable that the 'rareness' component has often not been clearly separated. The qualitative data has been used to establish classifications and in the formulation of general 'defense' measures.

Roles of Groups and Future Work

1. Common Mode Failures Group
The group was seen to have made a praiseworthy contribution in the field of general common mode failures. Qualitative and quantitative data had emerged and a policy of "defence in the first place" had been advocated and general principles had been detailed. The group had other worthwhile areas of the problem yet to explore, particularly on the data side. Two comments are relevant. (a) So far the rare event component has not been separated from the general information. (b) Interest was expressed in the group giving attention to a more specific development of the causes to increase their use as a reference-check-list in reliability assessment.
2. Human Factors Group
The considerable difficulty of the group's work was well recognised and sympathy was felt with the decision that for the present purposes the decomposition and quantification problem should be regarded as within solution only in the very long term. The proposition to eliminate many of the potential hazard paths by the policy of restricting freedom of design in defined ways was thought to be worthy of development. However, the first level of the human factors problem in the rare event context was seen to be the identification of the error chains which lead to the undesired outcome. It was strongly hoped that the group might be prepared to look again at this problem area. The possibility was suggested of attempting to classify the factors which comprise event chains and to attempt to find some ground rules which describe how they can link together, perhaps with a view to harnessing a computer to carry out a systematic search of all combinational possibilities. On the data side it is suggested that the group might consider proposing methods of generating or collecting human factors data at the event chain factor level.

3. Statistics and Decision Making Group
It was understood that the group had addressed themselves to two basic problem areas, namely, (a) to investigate means of specifying reliability goals in the rare event context, (b) starting with typical rare events data, to develop means of statistically modelling the event mechanisms so that their probabilities may be compared with the defined goals. Further research into the broad factors and shape reliability goals appears to be part of the future work of the group. Also, work is scheduled to continue in the study of the use of subjective judgement for the extrapolation of data.

4. Communications Techniques Group
This group sees its role in two areas, (a) within the reliability specialists, between engineers and statisticians, (b) between specialists and non-specialists (the public). While work in the first area continues to be of great importance, the second area will be playing a more important role in the future. The group recognises that the man producing ideas has two problems; (a) to generate the ideas, (b) to communicate these ideas effectively. The problem areas have much about them which is separate. The role of the group is to assist in the second problem area in whatever way is possible.
5. Data Group

The collection and analysis of data is seen as an on-going, clear-cut but difficult task. The use of the Bayesian prior approach to bolster past evidence was very much welcomed and further developments of the idea would be received with considerable interest.

Future Organisation of Groups

If it was decided to continue the work of the Task Force for a further period it was felt that there would be a need to develop stronger links between the groups. The human factors, Fessenheim and CMF groups were seen to have a great deal of common ground in their respective tasks and this particularly suggests a case for ensuring that there is a good working communication channel between these groups. This might be achieved by an increased overlap of memberships.

It was felt that there was a need for a more specific project definition so that the groups could have a clear communal objective and a full awareness of the necessary co-ordination of each others' contributions. The idea was floated of designating an emissary to travel between the groups.

Additional Points to be Investigated

(i) The study of rare events associated with large structures.

(ii) The setting-up of information systems (qualitative data banks) to contain the accounts and analyses of recorded accidents in all industries. It was seen that each nation might set up its own bank in its own language but based on a commonly agreed information and system format.

(iii) The communication of risk ideas to the public - a co-operative effort between Groups 3 and 4.

(iv) The communication of the need for reliability data to the level of employees normally at the grass-roots (at the data face) of the data collection activities in their companies. Also to the companies themselves, as a general policy - a co-operative effort between Groups 1, 2, 4 and 5.

Specialist Meeting

A specialist meeting has not been considered as desirable immediately; but at a later date.
Summary of Points of Clarification

As to the application of the Monte Carlo method in fault tree analysis it was stated that continuous distributions rather than point estimates should be used in the analysis in order to account for the uncertainties in the estimates of the failure rate. It was also stressed that the simple binary mode assessment (either failure or no failure) - although it might prove adequate for electronic systems - shows deficiencies when applied to a system with mechanical components. For these components, partial failure with regard to cracks should be considered. The continuous variable approach might be a useful tool for this purpose. In particular the extreme value theory seems to be applicable to this problem. Common mode failure classification should not only be passed on to the designer, as suggested by group 2, but also to operators and others. The opinion was voiced that CMF can only be eliminated by evaluating experiences in a systematic manner (i.e. by testing, etc.). It was added that independent failures do not make a dominant contribution to highly redundant systems as opposed to systems with low redundancy.

Arguments were exchanged on the definition of what is a rare event in the context of nuclear safety. These arguments were: relation between rare event and the event mechanism, the concept of a rare event beyond the design specification, whether a fear of the unexpected was part of what constitutes a random rare event and whether a systematic rare event has no serious consequence because it is expected, and whether or not consequences should be considered. In spite of these differences on certain aspects of rare event definition there was consensus that a formal definition was not necessary for the determination of techniques and analysis which are suitable for rare event quantification.
Doubts were raised regarding the possibility of establishing national and international data banks as proposed by discussion groups 1 and 3, this because of the confidential nature of much of the information. The problems of confidentiality had been recognized; however some members thought that bilateral international agreement could possibly be achieved if data were collected and recorded to some previously agreed guidelines. Names could be excluded. In the USA data were being planned to be collected by mandatory procedures, because voluntary methods had failed. The CMF sub-group had collected data from aircraft accident records from worldwide source which were freely available and this could be a beginning of system formulation.

Summary of Detailed Discussion

The Chairman said that the Task Force work required by CSNI during 1977 was to be related to automatic protection systems and be proposed that each of the items in the guidelines that had been used by the discussion groups should be discussed by the complete Task Force.

For item 1, Group 1 found that fault tree analysis was being used successfully for the Fessenheim assessment (the PATREC code employed Monte Carlo simulation), although it was recognized that fault tree verification from experience was still a problem. A significant aspect is CMF in the top event as in the Fessenheim assessment.

The Fessenheim assessment was made in two parts: the measuring instruments and the relay system. The assessment could be improved when human factors and CMF would be considered further and in the latter respect the CMF classification system
would be a useful aid to qualitative, and perhaps quantitative, analysis.

Group 2 had not discussed methods in detail, but did recognize the existence of methods such as fault trees. A particular recommendation was that the CMF classification work was valuable and should be made available for consideration in system design for the intention of minimisation of the CMF possibilities. The Chairman posed the question of whether or not human factors quantification methods were adequate for CMF assessment. General feeling was expressed that improvements should be made in this direction.

Group 3 was somewhat pessimistic about the adequacy of the method in relation to the Fessenheim assessment. However, more optimistic opinions were expressed that in general decomposition methods can be applicable. By protective system design policy the top event in a fault tree involves sequences of multiple events, and any system can logically be analyzed by decomposition techniques. Thus a rare event can be broken down into events which are not rare and for which data are available.

It was then agreed to treat items 2 and 3 of the guidelines together. The discussion was confined to the protective system.

**Common-mode failures**

The feeling was expressed that the CMF analysis was not only a problem of data but also of modeling. The chairman then injected the remark that CMF events can be qualitatively examined even if there are no data available for these events.
He also pointed out that today the emphasis is on CMF rather than on component failure analysis. It was remarked that today enough knowledge on this subject is already available to start the preparation of guidelines for the designer regarding CMF. It was pointed out that there were several papers presented on CMF analysis at the recent conference at Gatlinburg. A number of techniques — such as the multivariate, β, Markov and multiattribute — are already available. The development in this area has already progressed to such a state where many CM are quantifiable. The chairman suggested that the future work of the Task Force should concentrate on the Fessenheim reactor, where CM sub-group work has already made an initial positive impact.

**Human factors**

Group 1 again stressed the fact, that human errors should be examined and evaluated differently, for routine operations (testing and calibrating) and acting under stress in non-routine actions (in case of an accident). With regard to quantification the psychological aspect might turn out to be a very important factor which is difficult to quantify. Group 2 pointed out that a quantification of the effect of human error would be highly desirable and data should be collected. It was suggested that one might consider relegating people from non-routine tasks where they are not quantifiable. One should aim towards simplifying test and maintenance tasks by design and put more emphasis on CMF aspects of system design. In other words, one should really be concerned with total system effects. The role of the management of a plant should be also kept in mind.

The chairman then emphasized the positive advisory role of the human factors group to the Fessenheim plant, particularly in the area of improving testing and calibration.
Decision making and statistics

Group 1 stressed the fact that decision making methods could be applied whether, or not, decomposition methods did or did not apply.

Group 2 stressed the fact that risk evaluation techniques should be further developed. It has been also recognized that the level of acceptability should not be part of the overall problem of decision theory, although the work of the groups should be only directed towards nuclear safety. It has been suggested that title of the group should be changed to "Statistics and statistical techniques for decision making". It was felt that this group should take on an advisory role for the other groups and should therefore also focus in more detail on Fessenheim.

The chairman expressed his satisfaction about the progress of this group in particular with respect to their elaborations of extreme value theory and development of techniques for evaluating the spreading of uncertainties in the fault tree analysis.

Communication

The chairman referred to the impact that the contributions from this sub-group had made on him, and considered that the possibility of some film or other demonstration to communicate to non-specialists was of great interest. He suggested that the sub-group could only operate in an advisory role and consider problems presented by the other sub-groups.

Data

The chairman recalled that the problem of data had been reported by all of the other sub-groups. Group 1 expressed their concern about the circuit breakers data in the Fessenheim assessment, but also repeated the main problems
of CMF and human factors, which had been stressed in their report.

A reference was made to the IEEE project 500 data manual which had recently become available and also to an IAEA data committee.

Group 3 outlined the proposal that had been made previously for national data banks to common guidelines to be established, not only to record quantitative data, but qualitative information from accidents. It was considered that qualitative information was important and was also applied for human factors work.

In considering item 4 of the guidelines the chairman asked Mr. Becher to summarize the paper by Becher, Schmitt and Schüßler "On the Interaction of Systems and Structural Reliability with respect to Rare Events" (SINDOC(77)137).

Mr. Becher said that the paper tried to define the differences between systems and structures and using the Fessenheim reactor as a reference had considered the interaction of them. This was to examine the transient conditions which could be initiated and lead to vessel failure. This should be evaluated on a probabilistic basis.

The Fessenheim assessment group had included an analysis of transients which could lead to pressure vessel failure, from their own and U.S. experience of such transients. They had tried to identify those due to rare events, defined as less than $10^{-3}$ per year, based on considerations of possible initiating events and construction defects. Mr. Becher queried whether all possible abnormal transients including those due to interactions from the protective system, such as thermal shock, had been considered. The chairman asked that any further points arising from the paper should be communicated directly to Mr. Becher and to the CSNI Secretariat.
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The chairman summarized the general situation regarding the research group and the six sub-groups. In the discussion various proposals were made for the orientation and the convergence of effort onto the Fessenheim reactor assessment.

There was a general view that it would be useful to propose finishing the work on the Fessenheim protective system during the next year and further that a review of mechanical aspects should be carried out in some parallel manner. The interaction of protective systems and other mechanical systems could well be considered.

It emerged from the discussion that the method of working by which the Research Group acted in a coordinating role could be the method of ensuring the completion of the Task Force programme within the next twelve months.

The question of holding a specialist meeting was discussed and the overall feeling was that this matter should be left until the end of the Task Force programme. On the present information it could not be visualised that a worthwhile specialist meeting could be held before that time.

It was agreed that the chairman would be considering outside the meeting, in liaison with the CSNI Secretariat, the best methods of framing the proposals for submission to the mid-November 1977 Meeting of CSNI. The chairman noted the general agreement on combining and focusing on the Fessenheim reliability assessment (as a test case) the efforts of the groups in achieving the Task Force programme. He
commented on how essential it had been to have the cooperation of CEA, EdF and Framatome in this matter and expressed the thanks of the Task Force.

The Chairman closed the meeting by expressing thanks to all members for their work in the previous year and their enthusiasm shown at this meeting and in the discussion groups. He particularly thanked Mrs. Carnino and her CEA staff for the excellent arrangements for the meeting and looked forward to further work in the future.
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